Additive manufacturing (AM), widely known as 3D printing, is a method of manufacturing that forms parts from powder, wire or sheets in a process that proceeds layer by layer. Many techniques (using many different names) have been developed to accomplish this via melting or solid-state joining. In this review, these techniques for producing metal parts are explored, with a focus on the science of metal AM: processing defects, heat transfer, solidification, solid-state precipitation, mechanical properties and post-processing metallurgy. The various metal AM techniques are compared, with analysis of the strengths and limitations of each. Only a few alloys have been developed for commercial production, but recent efforts are presented as a path for the ongoing development of new materials for AM processes.
Introduction and history
Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as threedimensional (3D) printing, has grown and changed tremendously in the past 30 years since researchers in Austin, TX, started development of what is arguably the first machine in the lineage of metal AM: a laser used to selectively melt layers of polymer and, later, metal. 1 The development of metal AM techniques has made great progress since then, but faces unique processing and materials development issues. Understanding the various processes used to make metal AM parts, and the issues associated with them, is critical to improving the capabilities of the hardware and the materials that are produced.
The first experiments directly relevant to metal AM started by forming polymer powder into 3D parts. [2] [3] [4] [5] This research focused on powder-bed laser sintering, which was patented and copyrighted as selective laser sintering (SLS). One of the earliest prototypes of SLS, 'Betsy', integrated the first automated powder distribution system. Arguably, the first reported metal '3D printed' part was made from metal alloy powders (copper, tin, Pb-Sn solder) in an SLS process in 1990 by Manriquez-Frayre and Bourell. 6 Today, systems used to make metal parts are typically referred to by selective laser melting (SLM) because full melting of the metal powder is achieved, whereas the term SLS is typically used to refer to polymer powder-bed processes only. Metal powder-bed processes have been called SLM, direct metal laser sintering, etc. depending on vendor. The term SLM is used throughout this work to refer to all metal powder-bed processes that use a laser as a heat source. This process is under licence by EOS GmbH, though other companies have entered the market with laser powder-bed hardware for metal production (SLM Solutions, Concept Laser, Renishaw, 3D Systems). Shortly after SLS was patented, a group of researchers at MIT patented a process called 'three-dimensional printing', which used inkjet printing to deposit binder. The use of '3D printing' has evolved in popular media to describe all forms of AM, while the MIT method has become known as Binder Jetting. Binder Jetting can be used to create metal parts, in addition to other materials. Another class of printers relies on depositing feedstock directly into a molten pool, as opposed to selective melting of a powder bed. Known as direct energy deposition (DED), some of these machines are fed by wire and trace their history to welding technologies. In 1995, Sandia National Laboratories developed a different approach to feed powder feedstock into DED with a laser heat source. This technology was first commercialised and trademarked as laser engineered net shaping (LENS), a subset of DED. The last major category of metal AM, Sheet Lamination, welds together sheets of feedstock to form 3D parts. A process that uses ultrasonic welding and computer numerical control (CNC) milling to accomplish this was originally developed and patented by Dawn White of Solidica in 1999. In 2000, research in Sweden led to the patent of another powder-bed technique: electron beam melting (EBM). This process was later licenced and developed by Arcam AB. This metal AM history is more concisely presented as a timeline (Fig. 1) , 2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] with significant patents highlighted in Table 1 .
Since the invention of the various metal AM processes, rigorous R&D and industry efforts have found some niche applications. Part repairs, biomedical implants, aerospace structures and high-temperature components highlight some of the current production use of the technologies. Despite rapid advances in hardware and software for AM, some big questions remain: What are the current limitations of the technology? Can those limits be overcome through comprehensive research and development? Are the governing physics different of the same as that of traditional manufacturing?
Classification of technologies
A diverse set of processes has been used to form feedstock (powder, sheets or wire) into 3D objects. All metal AM processes must consolidate the feedstock into a dense part. The consolidation may be achieved by melting or solid-state joining during the AM processes to achieve this. In order to discuss distinct classes of machines, the ASTM F42 Committee on Additive Manufacturing has issued a standard on process terminology. 14 Of the seven F42 standard categories, the following four pertain to metal AM:
. Powder bed fusion (PBF) ○ Selective laser melting (SLM) extrusion, material jetting and vat photo-polymerisation. There are unique uses, strengths and challenges for each process. In this review, each category for metal AM is briefly explored; however, more focus is given to DED and PBF due to the large volume of publications about these processes. Additionally, it should be noted that the term 'SLM' is used to refer to all laser PBF processes throughout this paper. This is the most widely used term for the process, so was adopted herein as convention.
Powder-bed fusion
PBF includes all processes where focused energy (electron beam or laser beam) is used to selectively melt or sinter a layer of a powder bed. For metals, melting is typically used instead of sintering. The use of laser sintering has been previously reviewed, 15 but much progress has been made since this work to include the use of full melting. Re-melting of previous layers during the melting of the current layer allows for adherence of the current layer to the rest of the part. Schematics of PBF laser melting (SLM) and EBM machines are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Although both systems use the same powder-bed principle for layer-wise selective melting, there are significant differences in the hardware set-up. The EBM system is essentially a high-powered scanning electron microscope (SEM), which requires a filament, magnetic coils to collimate and deflect the beam spatially, and an electron beam column. SLM typically has a system of lenses and a scanning mirror or galvanometer to manoeuver the position of the beam. Powder distribution is handled differently as well; SLM systems typically use a powder hopper or feeding system and soft distribution 'recoater' blades that drag powder across the build surface (other systems may use a dispersing piston and roller), while EBM systems use powder hoppers and a metal rake. Both EBM and SLM processes require certain steps: machine set-up, operation, powder recovery and substrate removal.
A PBF machine requires a build substrate, or 'start plate', to give mechanical and thermal support to the build material. SLM processes bolt or clamp down the substrate, whereas the EBM process typically sinters powder surrounding the plate to provide stability (prevents the plate from becoming displaced by the rake blade). When successive layers of powder are distributed (rolled or raked out), existing layers of the build must not move; the substrate helps provide mechanical support. The substrate also provides a thermal path to dissipate heat, which is especially important for building overhangs on top of loose powder (prone to swelling and other process defects cause by local temperature fluctuations).
The operation of a PBF machine is governed by the details of the scan strategy and processing parameters, which will be discussed later in more detail. After the build is complete, excess powder must be removed from the build chamber. For EBM parts, this powder is passed through a powder recovery system to remove and recover sintered powder from around the parts. For SLM processes, powder surrounding the parts does not sinter as much and can be sifted directly to remove sintered clusters. Depending on the PBF process material, the build substrate may adhere to the parts. 16 The substrate must be cut off, with abrasive saws and wire EDM being common methods. For some material combinations like Ti-Al-4V deposit and stainless steel substrate in EBM, material properties promote poor adherence; the parts fall off the substrate after the build, or can be easily removed by applied force. Parts coming directly out of the machine are considered 'as-fabricated'.
PBF processes almost exclusively process pre-alloyed (PA) materials, directly achieving high densities. Prior work has been done to examine infiltration of more porous PBF materials. 17 For example, bronze infiltration of 2 SLM system schematic. 252 Image courtesy of CustomPartNet Inc.
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International Materials Reviews 2016 laser sintered PBF parts has been demonstrated, with significant focus on porosity and the amount of infiltration. 18 This is not typically desired, as infiltration alters the chemistry of a material and limits the range of available alloys and properties.
Direct energy deposition
DEDencompasses all processes where focused energy generates a melt pool into which feedstock is deposited. This process can use a laser, arc or e-beam heat source. The feedstock used can be either powder (Fig. 4) or wire (Fig. 5) . The origins of this category can be traced to welding technology, where material can be deposited outside a build environment by flowing a shield gas over the melt pool.
One of the most studied and commercialised forms of DED is accomplished using a laser heat source to melt a stream of powder feedstock (powder-fed). This DED subset was developed at Sandia National Laboratories and originally patented as the LENS process. 19, 20 Other DED processes feed wire into a molten pool (wire-fed), and are essentially extensions of welding technology. 21, 22 In fact, the use of modified welding machines to make DED parts via multi-pass welding is presently being explored. 23 Applications of wire-fed, arc heat source DED have shown promise for successfully build some large geometries 24 by utilising lower heat input values that can typically lead to porosity generation in this process. 25 Machine set-up is relatively simple; machine software automatically checks most sensors. As in PBF, powder hoppers must be filled and a build substrate positioned. The substrate can be positioned in a stationary position (3−axis systems) or on a rotating stage (5+ axis systems) to increase the ability of the machine to process more complex geometries. In powder-fed systems, the feed rate of the powder must be verified regularly. If flow is impeded, nozzle cleaning or other maintenance may be performed. The build chamber is enclosed to provide laser safety, but the chamber is not necessarily filled with inert gas. For nonreactive metals, a shield gas directed at the melt pool may provide adequate safety and resistance to oxidation. For reactive metals, including titanium and niobium, the chamber is flooded with an inert gas (argon or nitrogen). A vacuum pump and purge cycles may be used to reduce oxygen partial pressure. Cyclic purging can consume a significant amount of inert gas, as the build chamber is much larger than those in PBF systems.
As in PBF, a finished DED part is typically attached to the build substrate. Parts are then post-processed both thermally (to reduce residual stress and improve properties) and mechanically to achieve the desired final geometry (parts produced using DED are typically near-net shapes with a rough finish). Parts may be removed from the substrate using the same processes for an adhered PBF part. Excess powder from machine operation is vacuumed during clean out of the machine. Depending on the operating procedure, this powder may be recovered or disposed. Disposal is usually a costly option, as powder costs are typically high. When paired with post-process machining, DED can be a powerful technique for repairing damaged parts (this is addressed further in the 'Surface finishing' section along with surface finishing and hybrid processing).
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infiltrating with a second metal. A schematic of the binder deposition process is shown in Fig. 6 . Infiltration achieves dense material by using a lower melting temperature alloy to infiltrate the printed structure. In contrast, the consolidation process can achieve uniform composition of a single alloy. Porosity is a major concern with these parts, as Binder Jetting is essentially a powder metallurgy (PM) process. Future development of Binder Jetting technology will benefit from extensive previous work in PM and ceramics. ExOne is currently the main manufacturer of Binder Jetting printers, so discussion of these devices is focused on this hardware. The most common process used by these printers has focused on bronze infiltration of porous iron produced using a binder-sintering process. Binder Jetting printers selectively deposit liquid binder on top of metal powder using an inkjet print head. When the binder dries, a fragile binder-metal mix (also referred to as a 'green body') can be removed from the powder-bed system. The green body can then be cured to give mechanical strength, which can take 6-12 hours. After curing, the part is then heat treated at ∼1100°C for 24-36 hours to sinter the loose powder and to burn off binder, leaving a 60% dense sintered metal part. Infiltration occurs when the partially sintered material is placed in contact with a molten pool of a second material with a lower melting temperature than that of the sintered material. This allows infiltration of the liquid metal into the presintered structure by capillary action to form a more dense part. Bronze infiltration of stainless steel can achieve a final density of 95%. A furnace cool is used to anneal the part and increase ductility. 26 Infiltration is not unique to Binder Jetting, but is a common method for commercial production.
Consolidation is an alternate process to infiltration that can be used to produce solid alloys. The process works by designing in distortion of the part geometry to accommodate uniform shrinkage during sintering. This designed distortion is not well understood for the process, so unexpected 'sagging' or non-uniform consolidation may occur. The part is sintered until the metal consolidates into the desired final part geometry. Inconel 625 has been recently developed for Binder Jetting by ExOne, and is likely just the start of the development of additional consolidated metals for the platform. The material properties of the consolidated parts have not been published, so the quality cannot be currently compared to other AM methods. Surface finish is in line with many PBF processes. The surface finish of parts after annealing is quoted at 15 μm [Ra], and postprocessing is quoted to reduce roughness to 1·25 μm [Ra].
26
It is interesting to note that there are only limited published works with reference to Binder Jetting than for PBF and DED. Therefore, a detailed description of processing details is not addressed in this review. However, many research topics need to be addressed in the future, including binder burn off, geometrical accuracy during consolidation and unique infiltration materials.
Sheet Lamination
Sheet Lamination uses stacking of precision cut metal sheets into 2D part slices from a 3D object. 27, 28 After stacking, these sheets are either adhesively joined or metallurgically bonded using brazing, diffusion bonding, 29 laser welding, 30 resistance welding 31 or ultrasonic consolidation. A key feature of Sheet Lamination hardware is the order in which sheets are applied and cut/machined. Sheets may be either cut to the specified geometry prior to adhesion or machined post-adhesion. Some of the advantages of the Sheet Lamination process include low geometric distortion (the original metal sheets retain their properties), ease of making large-scale (0·5 m × 0·8 m × 0·5 m) parts, relatively good surface finish and low costs. However, Sheet Lamination does have some limitations. Adhesively joined parts may not work well in shear and tensile loading conditions. Geometric accuracy in the Z-direction is difficult to obtain due to swelling effects. 32 Finally, anisotropic properties are prevalent in Sheet Lamination builds due to the type of joining processes.
Steps involved in a brazing Sheet Lamination process are shown in Fig. 7 . 33 The sheets in this example are coated with flux (or low melting alloy), which acts as a brazing alloy for joining these sheets. In another process, special fixtures (Fig. 8) have to be developed for resistance welding Sheet Lamination to enable joining of layers. Due to the previously mentioned limitations with Sheet Lamination methodology, researchers have considered other solid-state joining techniques between sheets to improve the process. In 2003, White developed an innovative Sheet Lamination process in which the sheets were joined together by an ultrasonic seam welding technique known as UAM. 34 The UAM process is one of the most used technologies for metal Sheet Lamination, so more technical details are included to illustrate the technology.
Typical UAM process steps are listed below 35 : (i) Mill the substrate to achieve a flat surface (ii) Blow off the substrate to remove tailings (iii) Deposit material for a given layer in metal tapes through ultrasonic welding (iv) Trim the edges of tape from the given layer to match the desired part geometry (v) Iterate layers until part is finished (vi) Fine milling may be used, as required, to produce channels, holes or other features.
A schematic illustration of the process is shown in Fig.  9 . Research [36] [37] [38] has been performed in scaling this process to higher power for difficult to join metals including titanium, copper, 39 stainless steel, metal-matrix composites, shape memory alloys 40 and the dissimilar combinations thereof. Schick et al., 41 Dehoff and Babu 42 and Fujii et al. 43 demonstrated that the interfaces that had good metallurgical bonding always had a recrystallisation grain texture.
The evolution of grain texture in UAM was postulated ( Fig. 10 ) as a function of steps. 43 Steps 1-3 show that the interaction of the sonotrode leads to the formation of asperities on the surface of the first tape, as well as associated recrystallisation texture due to adiabatic heating. Steps 4-8 postulate different steps that lead to bonding of the second tape to the first tape which involves plastic flow of the bottom region of the second tape into the asperities on the top of the first tape created in Steps 1-3. This process is repeated to build a 3D component. In Step 1, the sonotrode with rough surfaces makes contact with smooth Al-tape. On vibration at 20 kHz with normal loading, the surfaces of the Al-tapes deform adiabatically (Step 2). The deformation-induced local (region of depth ∼20 µm) heating promotes rapid recrystallisation of the deformed grains. In Step 4, a second Al-tape is abutted against this first tape and the process is repeated. This high-strain rate adiabatic heating and on-set of grain boundary motion across the original interface during recrystallisation leads to metallurgical bonding. Interestingly, this sequence of events is supported by the presence of shear texture at the interfaces. Persistence of shear texture and its effect on grain growth at high temperatures were analysed by Sojiphan et al. 44 Interestingly, the grains with shear texture at the interface were found to be extremely stable.
Although the process introduces high temperature (interface temperature may increase as much as 380°C during consolidation) within the localised region of the 6 Binder Jetting process schematic. 254 Image courtesy of CustomPartNet Inc.
7 Schematic illustration of sheet lamination process to make injection or metal forming moulds (we need permission to use this diagram) 33 International Materials Reviews 2016 interface (∼20 µm), 45 the overall temperature increase within the whole build is very low and the process temperature typically remains around room temperature. As a result, this process has been used for AM of dissimilar metals as well as embedding of actuators and sensors into parts. 46 From this brief summary of Sheet Lamination, it can be seen that there are various techniques to accomplish bonding of metal sheets (brazing, resistance welding, etc.). Consolidation using ultrasonic welding through UAM surfaced as one of the most promising techniques for accomplishing Sheet Lamination, and a significant body of work exists on the subject. Interface metallurgy is particularly important for understanding the properties of the resulting material. Sheet Lamination is particularly useful for making metal composites by alternating sheets of dissimilar metal during consolidation. Pairing of machining with the consolidation process is common (de facto in UAM) and produces parts with machined surface finish directly from the hybrid process. However, the process cannot manufacture complex overhangs, as no support material is deposited to provide mechanical support. 47 Features may be additionally limited by the tool paths available for machining operations.
Material processing issues
Although PBF and DED processes have significant differences, there are some common materials processing issues that occur in both platforms. These issues are explored, noting differences between categories of equipment where appropriate. As with traditional processing methods (casting, welding, etc.), porosity is a common concern in metal AM. Other defects (residual stress, delamination, cracking, swelling, etc.) are unique to welding or metal AM. The scan strategy, process temperature, feedstock, build chamber atmosphere and many other inputs determine the occurrence and quantity of defects. Understanding defects, and how they arise, can help operators improve process reliability and the quality of parts produced.
In order to understand the complex relationship between basic processing science, defects, and the product of an AM process, it is useful to consider a general process flow chart (Fig. 11) . The process inputs are AM hardware and software, part geometry, scan strategy, build chamber atmosphere and feedstock quality. The process outputs are mechanical properties (static and dynamic), minimisation of failed builds and geometric conformity (feature size, geometry scaling). In the flow chart, a box encloses thermal interactions due to applied energy, beam interactions, heat transfer and process temperature. These interactions, if properly modelled, should be able to describe dynamic process temperature, which is one of the most (if not the most) defining quantity of metal AM processing. In the following sections, the above issues are all discussed.
Feature size, surface finish and geometry scaling When printing metal parts, the minimum feature size, surface roughness and geometrical accuracy of the part are typical concerns for equipment operators, but overemphasis of these properties is not useful for most applications because the part surface will ultimately be machined (final finish) after thermal post-processing. The minimum feature size is determined by the minimum diameter of the heat source and the size of the feedstock. These data are summarised in Table 2 . It can be seen that PBF typically has the best resolution, with the resolution of SLM slightly better than EBM depending on parameters used. Powder-fed DED has better resolution than wirefed DED, which can be attributed to the use of finer feedstock (powder vs. wire). The feature size of DED systems is so large that parts made with these techniques are limited to more simple geometries than PBF techniques. Smaller feature sizes and smaller layer thickness currently come at the expense of deposition rate. The deposition rates of various technologies are explored in more detail later in this paper. Due to small feature size and the low inertia to changing the position of the beam, PBF techniques can utilise the minimum feature size to print metal mesh or foam structures. These structures melt metal 'struts', typically the size of an individual pulse of the heat source. Mesh parts have been well studied and reviewed elsewhere. 48, 49 8 Sheet lamination methodology with slip resistance welding to join sheets 31 There are two separate contributors to surface roughness as shown in Fig. 12: (1) non-flat layer edges or layer roughness and (2) the actual roughness of the metal surface. The layering effect can be reduced by using smaller layer thickness values. This usually means longer build times because the layer thickness dictates the division of a part into a number of layers. The actual roughness of a material depends upon the details of the machine producing the part. DED typically has larger layer thickness, which mostly limits this technology to near-net shapes (shapes produced close to the desired part geometry, but intended to be machined to deliver the final geometry and details). Near-net shape processing is different from traditional subtractive methods where a full block of material is machined down to a final part. PBF systems typically have finer resolution and layer thickness, but are prone to satellite formation 50 due to the sintering of powder at the part edges. Finer powder means smaller satellites and less surface roughness.
SLM machines use finer powder and smaller layer thickness than EBM, which results in less surface roughness.
Geometrical accuracy can be measured by taking 3D laser scans (or similar technique) and calculating the deviation relative to the original part file. Typical corrections are empirical modifications to scale part files in a Cartesian system. For example, an x-dimension of a part might be smaller than intended by some scaling factor. The scaling factor is then used to increase the x-axis length in the part file, before printing. This is typically accounted for during machine calibration. Post-fabrication machining is typically used for SLM, EBM and DED parts, as even the best achievable surface finish is still not as good as a machined finish. If machining is used, the actual part tolerance, surface finish and minimum feature size of AM parts are dictated by the machining step. For this reason, work to refine surface finish using smaller powder particles and smaller layer
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Build chamber atmosphere
The atmosphere under which metal is processed strongly affects chemistry, processability and heat transfer. Inert gas and/or vacuum systems are typically used, and each requirement leads to unique processing concerns. Most metal powders have a tendency to oxidise and collect moisture when exposed to air. At higher temperatures, this oxidation can be accelerated. For this reason, welding machines use inert shield gases. AM processes have the same need. As discussed previously, DED typically operates with a shield gas flowing over the melt surface and may operate under an inert atmosphere. SLM processes are typically run in an inert environment, with an atmosphere of argon or nitrogen filling or flowing over the build surface. The flow rate of the fill gas and the pathway of the flow have been shown to be important in porosity reduction in SLM Ti-6Al-4V. 51 Small features may lead to heat concentration in SLM, which can cause localised oxidation.
The EBM process uses a heated filament (usually made of tungsten) to generate electrons, which requires a vacuum-capable build chamber to operate the machine (<5 × 10 −2 Pa chamber pressure, <5 × 10 −4 Pa column pressure). During beam operation, a small quantity of helium is injected to reduce electrical charging of the build volume. This raises the pressure of the build chamber to ∼0·3 Pa during beam operation. Operating in a near-vacuum environment leads to increased melt vapourisation and unique heat transfer consequences.
Feedstock quality
The quality of the feedstock that is used in the AM process is important to the quality of the final part. The quality of the powder is determined by size, shape, surface morphology, composition and amount of internal porosity. The quality of powder determines physical variables, such as flowability and apparent density. There are a variety of atomisation techniques for producing metal powder, each producing distinct variations in powder quality. There are several unique quality issues related to wire feedstock for DED as well. By understanding feedstock quality, an operator can select the optimal material for processing in a given system. Further information on the standards associated with quantifying powder characteristics and the details of powder science are well described elsewhere. 52 The quality of powder is directly related to the production technique. A variety of techniques are used: gas atomisation (GA), rotary atomisation (RA), plasma rotating electrode process (PREP), plasma atomisation (PA) and others. Some atomisation techniques yield irregular shapes (like RA), others have a large amount of satellites (like GA) and some are highly spherical and smooth (like PREP and PA). Fig. 13 shows powder surface morphology and shape, as well as cross-sections to analyse internal porosity. Porosity in the powder feedstock is common for certain production techniques, like gas-atomisation (GA), that entrap inert gas during production. This entrapped gas is transferred to the part, due to rapid solidification, and results in powder-induced porosity in the fabricated material. These pores are spherical, resulting from the vapour pressure of the entrapped gas. Higher quality powders produced via the PREP do not contain such pores and have been used to eliminate powder-induced porosity in DED and PBF systems. 16, 53, 54 Work to use lower cost (and lower quality) powder produced using a hydride-dehydride (HdH) process in the EBM process has demonstrated that this powder type can lead to issues with porosity. 55 Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and a special 'double melt' technique were used to reduce porosity in both HdH-and HdH-blended powders. This work demonstrates both the importance of powder quality to microstructure and the ability to use both processing and post-processing to overcome feedstock issues. A thorough survey of the many powder types used for laser processes exists, 56 regarding the research available on specific powder alloys.
Flowability (how well a powder flows) and apparent density (how well a powder packs) are important quantitative powder characteristics that are directly related to qualitative characteristics. A Hall Flow meter can be used to measure flow rate (flowability) 57 and apparent density 58 according to ASTM standards B213-13 and B212-13, respectively. Spherical particles improve flowability and apparent density. Smooth particle surfaces are better than surfaces with satellites or other defects. Fine particles, or 'fines', typically improve apparent density by filling interstitial space between larger particles, but flowability may be reduced. A wider particle size distribution (more fines) in SLM of stainless steel 316L was observed to result in high density (>99%) across a wider range of process parameters (beam diameter, beam speed) than powder with a smaller particle size distribution. 59 Segregation of fines was observed in an SLM powder recycling study by researchers at NIST. 60 It was found that large particles (>60 um) were preferentially raked out of the build area and not incorporated into the build; the particle size distribution after sieving shifted correspondingly towards larger particles.
The nominal particle size distribution of powder used in SLM is 10-45 μm, in EBM is 45-106 μm 61 and in DED is 20-200 μm. 62 The main trade-off in the selection of powder size is cost vs. surface finish. Smaller particles tend to improve surface finish due to reduction of the size of satellites. However, smaller powder particles may cost more as a feedstock (than a larger size range) due to lower yields for smaller particles in powder production (depends on production technique). SLM uses a fine distribution of powder to improve surface finish by enabling shorter layer thicknesses (and reducing satellite formation). Based on the previously discussed Slotwinski et al.'s powder study, 60 the finer powder distribution is mostly a utilisation issue; larger particles would not be well utilised in a fine layer SLM process. EBM uses slightly thicker layers and a correspondingly large size distribution. EBM can use smaller size distributions, with no noticeable effect on chemistry, material properties or microstructure. 63 The effect of powder flowability on processability using various hardware is not well published; though it is understood as an important parameter by industrial producers of AM parts. PBF systems typically have a hardware-specific flowability that depends on the powder distribution method used. Very fine particles size distributions that do not have a measurable flowability may still be processable in some systems. Powder-fed DED systems must consider the effect of flowability on the ability of powder to feed into the carrier gas stream. Once in the stream, the powder flow rate has been observed to have little effect on particle speed during DED processing. 64 Additionally, the chemical composition of the powder must remain within alloy-specific specifications. It is important to measure the elemental composition of recycled powder, to address evaporative losses, contamination from powder recovery (vacuums or grit blaster used in EBM) and reaction with oxygen, nitrogen or other gases. A recent study 65 on powder recycling in EBM of Ti-6Al-4V showed that oxygen content increased from 0·08 to 0·19% by weight, aluminium content decreased from 6·47 to 6·37% and vanadium content decreased from 4·08 to 4·03% over 0 to 21 reuse cycles.
Powder particles became less spherical with use, flowability improved with more reuse cycles (attributed to reduction of satellites and reduction in humidity), yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) increased with oxygen content, and elongation was unaffected by oxygen content. These results suggest that, for moderate powder recycling conditions, powder composition can remain within specification and mechanical properties will not be adversely affected. These results should not be misinterpreted; however, titanium and its alloys are well known 66 to suffer embrittlement with increases in oxygen and nitrogen concentration. Depending on the feedstock material, oxidation and humidity control may be important for both wire and powder storage.
Wire feedstock for wire-fed DED processes has minimal defects compared to powder because the technology for wire making is transferrable from mature welding consumable supply chains. The diameter of wire used for wire-fed DED is typically on the order of 2·4 mm. 67 Better quality wire will have less variation in wire diameter, which is similar to requirements for plastic extrusion printers that use plastic wire as a feedstock. Porosity is a common welding defect, and the quality of wire (e.g. adsorbed moisture and diameter variance) is known to affect the amount of porosity in the weld deposit. 68 For reactive metal like titanium, surface adsorption and reactions with atmosphere may also cause defects. More notably, the presence of cracks or scratches on the wire surface may translate directly to porosity formation. Unlike
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Beam-powder interactions
The interactions of the heat source with the feedstock or melt pool impacts the utilisation of energy and can lead to liquid metal ejection and porosity. There are four basic modes of particle ejection during beam melting processes: (1) convective transport of liquid or vapourised metal out of the melt pool (or spatter ejection), (2) electrostatic repulsion of powder particles in EBM, (3) kinetic recoil of powder in DED and (4) enhanced convection of powder in gas streams. Lasers incur intensity losses due to reflection, whereas e-beams incur backscatter losses of electrons. E-beams systems must be designed to reduce electrical charge build-up. DED systems must also be designed to consider the effective feed rate of the feedstock, as appropriate amounts of deposit material must be delivered. The convective transport of liquid or vapour out of the melt pool is commonly called 'spatter' or 'spatter ejection' and is seen in PBF, DED and welding. This is caused by the application of a high-energy beam creating localised boiling, where the energy of the ejected droplet must overcome surface tension forces. 70 These particles can be identified in PBF and DED by the high-temperature emission of white or other light, which is the reason that these ejected droplets are sometimes referred to as 'fireworks'.
A laser imparts energy to the powder bed via photons. Laser techniques must therefore compensate for the reflectivity/absorptivity 71 of the metal powder, as some of the applied energy will not be absorbed. Depending on the metal, this may be a significant limitation. Higher power lasers are typically used to overcome this barrier to melting, but the higher laser power can lead to increased spatter ejection. 72 Pulse shaping, or the control of the shape of the laser power profile, has shown promise for increasing energy absorption and decreasing spatter ejection in SLM. 50 Pulse shaping can be used to more slowly heat a melt area (effectively a preheat), which can cause a decrease in reflectivity associated with higher temperatures. As laser control software and hardware improves, this technique may prove useful.
In the EBM process, electrons interact with the material to transfer not just energy, but also electrical charge. If repulsive electrostatic forces are greater than the forces holding particles to the powder bed, powder particles may be ejected from the powder bed. 73 This effect can cause the bulk displacement of powder (Fig.  14) within the powder bed, known as 'smoking', if sintering is not properly achieved. 74, 75 The electrostatic ejection of powder particles can be reduced in EBM by using a rapidly scanned, diffuse beam to slightly sinter the melt surface prior to melting. Small quantities of helium gas are also injected during melting to dissipate charge from the melt surface. The ratio of the bulk density to the electrical resistivity of the powder has been identified as important for the reduction of powder ejection in EBM. 73 Pre-sintering in SLM systems is not necessary, as photons do not cause charge build-up.
Powder may also be removed by kinetic recoil (powderfed DED) and convection of powder in the fill or shield gas steam (LM or powder-fed DED). As the stream of powder particles is sprayed into the melt pool during DED, some particles will recoil and avoid deposition. This loss is typically adjusted for experimentally, but can be a significant loss of powder (if not recovered). Small traces of powder may appear as 'dust' present in the fill gas of inert atmosphere processes. Particles lost in this way have not been quantified, though are probably not significant compared to other loss mechanisms. Both kinetic recoil and convection of powder do not directly remove particles from the melt pool, which means that these mechanisms are not of likely importance for control of porosity. Electrostatic repulsion is mostly an operational concern, but may lead to some porosity. Spatter ejection is known to result in weld defects and is an underlying mechanism for the formation of some forms of process-induced porosity.
Porosity
Porosity is a common defect in metal AM parts and can negatively affect mechanical properties. Porosity can be powder induced, process-induced or an artefact of solidification (compared in Fig. 15 ). 16 As previously discussed, gas pores may form inside the powder feedstock during powder atomisation. These spherical, gas pores can translate directly to the as-fabricated parts. For most studies, porosity formation is dominated by processing technique. Process parameters must be properly tuned to avoid a range of mechanisms that can create pores.
Pores formed by processing technique, known as process-induced porosity, are formed when the applied energy is not sufficient for complete melting or spatter ejection occurs. These pores are typically non-spherical, and come in a variety of sizes (sub-micron to macroscopic). Different processing issues can create defects in the material, some of which contribute to porosity. When not enough power is supplied to a region of powder, lack of fusion can occur. Lack of fusion regions may be identifiable by un-melted powder particles visible in or near the pore. When the applied power is too high, spatter ejection may occur in a process known as keyhole formation. It has been observed for SLM that operating within the keyhole mode can produce a trail of voids over the operating region. 76 To limit spatter ejection, an operator will typically watch the process and tune parameters, while developing a new material processing strategy. Process-induced porosity has other contributors, including the effect of powder consolidation from a loosely packed powder bed to a fully dense part. 77 Powder is distributed onto the processing surface and includes particles larger in diameter than the layer thickness, which upon melting are intended to consolidate into a layer of the correct height. Shrinkage porosity (sometimes termed 'hot tearing') is the incomplete flow of metal into the desired melt region. Spatter ejection may also lead to regions of porosity. With optimised melting parameters, process-induced porosity can be reduced to very low levels in DED, SLM and EBM (less than 1% porous). [78] [79] [80] The relationships among lack of fusion, shrinkage regions and cracks have not been fully studied in AM material. However, work has been done to explore the effect of process parameters (beam speed and beam power) on the formation of process-induced and powder-induced porosity. 81 
Scan strategy
The path that the heat source follows during selective melting or deposition for lasers or electron beams is classified as the scan strategy. Various scan strategies have been developed and are depicted in Fig. 16 . Scan strategies for DED tend to be relatively simple, limited by the movement of the powder or wire feeding system. Unidirectional ( Fig. 16a ) and bi-directional ( Fig. 16b ) fills are both standard DED processing techniques. These strategies use rectilinear infill to melt a given part layer. Both unidirectional and bidirectional fills are used in SLM and EBM, though improvements have been made. In SLM, island scanning ( Fig. 16c ) has been used to reduce residual stress. 82 Island scanning is a checkerboard pattern of alternating unidirectional fills and reduces temperature gradients in the scan plane (x-y plane) by distributing the process heat. PBF systems tend to have lower inertia to beam movement than DED (due to no feeding mechanism) and can also melt in a pulsed, spot mode (Fig. 16d ). This spot mode is typically used in EBM to melt contours (Fig. 16e) , which are boundaries between infill and the powder bed. Contours follow the edges of the part, melting along free surfaces of the part geometry. SLM systems also used contours, though the 14 An event of 'smoking' caused by electrostatic repulsion: a distributed powder bed, b applied beam and c 'smoking' or a cloud of charged powder particles 75 15 Light optical microscopy showing comparison of process-induced, lack of fusion porosity to entrapped, gas porosity transferred from the powder feedstock 16 International Materials Reviews 2016 contour melting strategy is typically linear (Fig. 16f ).
Contour passes are done after melting in SLM to refine surface finish, 82 whereas the passes are done before melting in EBM. In EBM, the melt process heats up the build material; contours that are run after melting tend to form more satellites due to higher temperature, yielding a rougher surface finish. Most machines offer operators the choice of contour order and it is one of many parameters optimised by the machine manufacturer before releasing parameters for a material. The scan strategy for a given build may be adjusted by layer or by part. Unidirectional, bi-directional and island scanning strategies are typically rotated by an angle between each layer.
The scan strategy has a direct impact on process parameters; heat source power and velocity must be optimised for a given scan strategy. The relationship between applied heat source power and the heat source velocity is a key parameter of PBF and DED processes and will be addressed in more detail with heat transfer, solidification and thermal cycles. This relationship is important for eliminating process-induced porosity and determining grain morphology.
Deposition strategy
The way in which feedstock is delivered to the melt surface determines deposition rate and can have a strong impact on material defect and properties. In wire-fed DED, the vertical angle ( ) and the horizontal angle ( ) of the wire feed are related to deposition efficiency, surface roughness, incomplete melting, rippling and other processing defects. 69 Similarly, the angle for powder spraying is important to powder-fed processes. In both powder-fed and wire-fed DED, the deposition rate is critically important. The deposition rate and the velocity of the heat source both determine how much material is deposited in a given pass. In DED, the build-up of material must be considered to appropriately choose the z-axis layer height or layer thickness. In PBF, layer thickness determines how much powder is 'raked' or distributed to the melt surface. A 'rake' is a metal, ceramic or polymer-coated bar that sweeps out powder onto the build surface. The number of passes of the rake, mechanical type of rake and the amount of powder being retrieved per pass determine the efficiency of the PBF powder delivery system.
Cracking, delamination, & swelling
The formation of defects is essentially dependent on process temperature. Cracking of the microstructure may occur during solidification or subsequent heating. Macroscopic cracks may relate to other defects, including porosity. Delamination leading to interlayer cracking is shown in Fig. 17 . If the process temperature is too high, a combination of melt pool size and surface tension may lead to swelling or melt balling. If processing conditions are tightly controlled, most of these defects can be avoided. Cracking of the microstructure is material dependent as well, and there may be some processing cases where cracking is unavoidable.
There are different material-dependent mechanisms for which cracks form in AM material. 82 Solidification cracking can occur for some materials if too much energy is applied and arises from the stress induced between solidified areas of the melt pool and areas that have yet to solidify. This type of cracking is dependent upon the solidification nature of the material (dendritic, cellular, planar) and is typically caused by high strain on the melt pool or insufficient flow of liquid to inadequate supply or flow obstruction by solidified grains. 83 Higher applied energy leads to higher thermal gradients, which can explain the larger thermal stress required for solidification cracking. Grain boundary cracking is cracking that nucleates or occurs along grain boundaries of the material. The origins of this type of cracking are material dependent and depend on the formation or dissolution of precipitate phases and the grain boundary morphology. The process parameters required to minimise processinduced porosity may differ from those required to minimise the formation of cracks. 82 Solidification cracking and grain boundary cracking are both phenomena that occur within the microstructure. More generally, cracking is sometimes used to describe macroscopic cracks in the material. These cracks may nucleate due to other macroscopic defects such as delamination that are not related to excessive energy input. 84 Delamination is the separation of adjacent layers within parts due to incomplete melting between layers. This may occur due to incomplete melting of powder or insufficient re-melting of the underlying solid. Whereas the effects of lack-of-fusion defects may be localised within the interior of the part and mitigated with post-processing, the effects of delamination are macroscopic and cannot be repaired by post-processing. Reduction in macroscopic cracking has been demonstrated in SLM by using substrate heating. 84 Excess energy input can lead to overheating of the material. This may occur due to small features or overhangs in the part geometry, as shown in Fig. 18 . Overhangs in PBF are typically made using support structures such as wafers. Lattice support structures have been recently explored. 85 There are two kinds of supports: mechanical support and thermal support. Mechanical supports help prevent overhangs from deformation from gravity or growth stresses. Thermal supports allow applied energy a conductive path away from the melt surface in PBF. Swelling is the rise of solid material above the plane of powder distribution and melting. This is similar to the humping phenomenon in welding and occurs due to surface tension effects related to the melt pool geometry. 16 Melt ball formation is the solidification of melted material into spheres instead of solid layers, wetted onto the underlying part. Surface tension is the physical phenomenon that drives melt balling, which is directly related to melt pool dimensions. 86 When the length-todiameter ratio is greater than 2·1 (ℓ/d > 2·1), the melt pool will transition from a weld bead (half cylinder) to a melt ball (sphere). It must be noted that these conditions are purely theoretical, relying on assumptions of smooth surfaces, chemical homogeneity and other ideal conditions. Kruth et al. 86 suggest that the best way to address this phenomenon is by minimising the length-to-diameter ratio of the melt pool. Melt ball formation, as shown in Fig. 19 , is an extreme condition typically only observed during material development. It occurs with higher temperatures or alongside delamination with lower temperatures. In EBM of stainless steel, a trade-off has been noted between 'balling' and delamination. 87 Wetting forces and capillary forces have been identified as contributors to both balling and swelling. 88, 89 It may be difficult to identify the cause of defects post-build, as one type of defect may change the local heat transfer conditions and lead to the compounding of defects. An example of this is the formation of porosity, which can lead to reduced thermal conductivity, causing melt ball formation or swelling on subsequent layers due to unexpected thermal resistance.
Substrate adherence and warping
The use of a substrate for the deposition of material is standard practice in DED and PBF but typically adds additional work during post-processing. Metal AM processes build on top of a metal substrate to achieve mechanical adherence of the first layers of the melted part. 16 The substrate may be left at room temperature, heated by internal heaters, or heated by an electron beam. Most metal deposits form ductile interfaces and must be cut off the substrate during post-processing. Ti-6Al-4V deposited on Stainless Steel 304 substrate forms a more brittle interface that can be removed by application of force, without cutting. This kind of interface is desirable for decreasing the number of post-processing steps.
Substrates may warp during use as shown in Fig. 20 .
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This can be due to the operating temperature of the AM process, the heat treatment of the substrate prior to use or due to differential coefficients of thermal expansion. Some processes use a substrate of the same material as the build, like stainless steel, to reduce this effect. The ultimate result of substrate warping is distortion of part geometry within the affected layers and possible lack-offusion or delamination at the transition region back to unaffected material. Substrate warping is a form of stress relief that results in permanent plastic deformation. Recent work to model substrate distortion has rationalised the progression of stresses with thermal history in EBM. 91 The same mechanisms that cause substrate warping can also lead to major issues with residual stress.
Residual stress
Residual stress is common in metal AM materials due to large thermal gradients during processing, and it can negatively impact mechanical properties and act as a driving force for changes in grain structure. Residual stress is a stress within a material that persists after the removal of an applied stress. If this stress exceeds the local yield stress of material, warping or plastic deformation may occur. If 17 Layer delamination and cracking can be a problem in SLM (shown for M2 tool steel) 84 International Materials Reviews 2016 this stress exceeds the local ultimate tensile strength of the material, cracking or other defects may occur. Macroscopic residual stresses can have a dramatic effect on the bulk behaviour of AM parts, whereas the effects of microscopic residual stresses from precipitates or atomic dislocations are more localised. Macroscopic residual stress can be thermally introduced in metal AM by (1) differential heating of the solid and (2) differential cooling during and after solidification. 92 Residual stress is a concern because it can negatively affect the mechanical properties of as-fabricated parts or lead to geometrical distortions. A number of techniques have been applied to measure residual stress in AM parts and are discussed in this section. The magnitude of residual stress and the ways to reduce it are process dependent. Residual stress may influence recrystallisation, which is discussed in detail later with post-processing.
Residual stress tends to be compressive in the centre of DED and PBF parts, tensile at the edge, and more highly concentrated near the substrate interface. [93] [94] [95] [96] Axially, peak tensile residual stresses were measured near the top surface and were noted to be balanced by compressive stresses in the sample interior. 93 Support structure, used to separate the build from the substrate, may slightly reduce residual stress due to having a higher initial temperature than the bare substrate. 93 Upon removal from the substrate, residual stress is relieved but may result in deformation of the part. 92 Modelling of thermal cycles for wire-fed DED using finite element methods has confirmed measurements of higher residual stress near the substrate interface. 97 The effect of island scanning on residual stress has been studied. 90, 98 Island scanning in SLM was observed to reduce porosity in parts but lead to increased residual stress. Smaller islands resulted in lower tensile residual stress than larger islands, but continuous scanning resulted in the least amount of tensile residual stress. All scan strategies studied resulted in roughly equivalent compressive residual stress. This result is unexpected, as the purpose of an island scanning strategy is nominally to reduce residual stress. It was noted, however, that significant quantities of porosity in the continuous scanning samples existed and may act to self-relieve stress, complicating analysis; the lower amounts of residual stress observed in the continuous scanning samples may be due to the presence of other defects and the comparison to island scanning samples may not be direct.
Residual stress tends to be higher for substrates operated near room temperature (DED, SLM) than those operated at higher temperature (EBM). DED residual stress measurements using neutron diffraction have shown that residual stress in parts was 50-80% of the 0·2% yield stress. 94 Heating of the substrate helps reduce residual stress, as does in situ heating of the material using the primary heat source. 92 A defocused electron beam can operate with enough speed and power to accomplish this (and does via the preheat step) in EBM, but significant substrate heating using the heat source is not possible for most SLM and DED systems. As a result, SLM and DED parts generally have much more residual stress than EBM parts due to a lower operating temperature. The lower operating temperature means that thermal gradients between the peak melting temperature and the powder-bed temperature may be increased. Recent work has shown that residual stress in EBM parts is 5-10% of UTS (Fig. 21) . 95 The potential for multiple lasers to accomplish in situ process heating is addressed later, within the discussion of future AM systems. Understanding the origins of residual stress requires a more detailed knowledge of process thermal history, while understanding methods for eliminating or reducing residual stress will be discussed in more detail with post-processing.
Residual stress can be measured using a variety of techniques: micro-hardness, 99 ,100 the contour method, 101 Xray diffraction, 92 neutron diffraction 102 or other methods. For alloys that do not have significant precipitate hardening (single matrix phase), the shape of micro-hardness indents can be used to quantify the presence of residual stress. However, micro-hardness only reveals information about stress near the surface that is tested. The contour method is based on the deflection of surfaces after cutting (e.g. EDM), and this method provides comparable results to that of neutron diffraction. 103 Additionally, the contour method is noted to be less chemistry dependent than neutron diffraction. X-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction can both be used to measure bulk stress 
Heat transfer, solidification and thermal cycles
The metallurgy of AM parts is determined by the feedstock chemistry and the temperatures that the material experiences, or the thermal history. There are different heat transfer mechanisms for different classifications of AM, but the use of full melting means that the metallurgical principles are the same for both DED and PBF. Solidification determines the initial phase distribution and grain morphology of the metal deposit. Heat source speed, power and size determine melt pool geometry, which in turn determines solidification kinetics. After solidification, thermal cycling and cool down path determine further precipitation kinetics, phase growth and grain growth.
Modes of heat transfer
It is important to understand how the modes of heat transfer differ between AM processes. DED processes transfer heat primarily through conduction to the substrate, conduction to the build material and convection to the shield gas. These modes of heat transfer are the same as those for welding. In SLM processes, conduction may be inhibited by powder acting as a thermal insulator surrounding the part. Additionally, the fill gas in SLM has a lower flow rate (argon gas consumption of 0·035-0·070
) 106 than the shield gas in DED (0·354 m 3 h −1 ). 62 The actual flow rate of SLM cover gas may be higher than the gas consumption rate if recirculation is used (gas consumption only measures loss due to positive pressure or leakage), so it may be useful to consider local velocities across the surface (<2 m s −1 ) as calculated in recent modelling work. 51 The higher flow rate in powder-fed DED systems is necessary, as the cover gas is also used for powder delivery (though this assumes primary gas flow for powder delivery and secondary gas flow for shielding are directly related or equal). 62 This should result in reduced convective heat transfer in SLM when compared with DED.
EBM conduction mechanisms are similar to SLM, but the near-vacuum environment significantly reduces convective heat transfer during the melting process. This means that, for EBM processing, radiative loss from the build surface and conductive loss to the machine are the principle modes of heat transfer. Since EBM operates at elevated temperatures (400-1000°C), the thermal history of EBM material must be considered with respect to solidification and the hold temperature during the build. The fused metal solidifies from a molten pool and then is kept at elevated temperature until all layers have finished melting. DED and SLM processes may use heaters to increase the temperature of the build envelope to 100-200°C. This is intended to reduce residual stress and warping but is not high enough to significantly impact the phase and grain structure of typical AM alloys.
The mode of heat transfer can have important microscopic implications. For example, the depth of a melt pool is typically controlled by the conduction of heat from the melt pool to material underneath. 76 However, keyhole mode formation of porosity can occur when the 19 Melt ball formation and delamination in EBM stainless steel 87 20 The effect of substrate warping can lead to lack-of-fusion or delamination 90 International Materials Reviews 2016 depth is controlled by metal evaporation. Being able to transition between calculations on this microscopic scale and calculations of bulk heat transfer is important and is discussed later along with computational modelling of metal AM processes.
Solidification
Solidification in DED and PBF is governed by the melt pool geometry, which is mostly determined by the relationship of the beam scan velocity to beam power. This relationship is extremely important and, using EBM as an example, may be defined by a function to select an appropriate scan speed based on beam power (or current). The relationship between beam speed and beam power must be defined in some way by the user, as only certain combinations of speed and power will result in dense material. The 'speed function' is such a relationship for EBM and is shown in Fig. 22 . 107 The slope and the translation of this relationship must position the selected speed and applied power within a certain processing window. Various combinations of speed and 21 Work using neutron diffraction to measure residual stress in a-c) SLM and d-f EBM IN718 shows consistently lower residual stress in EBM samples than in SLM samples 95 22
The relationship between speed and current for EBM is known as the 'speed function' 107 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 power allow for fully dense material (Fig. 23 ) that is free of defects. Similar process mapping of defects using heat source power and speed has been used in welding for years to map process windows as shown in Fig. 24 . The relationship between speed and power is material-dependent and is important for process parameter mapping. SLM and DED define a simple, constant relationship between speed and power, whereas the EBM parameters account for differences in part geometry and other effects by dynamically changing the speed-power relationship.
Speed-power relationship
The relationship between speed and power that is needed to avoid defects varies depending on several factors: edge effects, scan strategy, part geometry and thickness of powder beneath the scan area. All of these factors amount to changes in the initial conditions or boundary conditions for heat transfer. After a heat source passes near an edge, it may return to the edge before the heat from the previous pass has time to dissipate. The scan strategy can have a similar impact on heat flow, depending on how the strategy allows for cool down between each melting pass. Part geometry effects include those associated with a variation in the size of the part. A small part will reach a higher peak temperature during melting than a larger part, given constant power and speed. This can lead to more defects in smaller parts or features. For PBF, the state of the material underneath the melt area (powder vs. solid) can drastically affect heat transfer. A powder (non-sintered or sintered) has relatively poor thermal conductivity and can be considered thermally insulating compared to the solid part of the substrate. As heat is applied, it flows more slowly through the powder, which can lead to overheating of the melt surface located above the powder. The influence of all these phenomena means that applied power and speed alone may not be the best indicator of porosity due to local variations. 108 In fact, the frequently utilised relationship of applied energy density has been noted to not be useful for certain cases of metal AM. 47 In cases of high speed and high power, melt balling may occur. Process mapping was proposed and reference by authors Gibson et al. as a better way (than purely utilising applied energy density) to analyse metal AM processes.
Columnar-to-equiaxed transition
The power and speed of the heat source also affect the thermal gradient (G) and liquid-solid interface velocity (R) of the melt pool. The process window of solidification can be estimated for an AM process and used to predict the nature of the grain structure as shown in Fig. 25 . The columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) can be calculated based on established methods 109 and plotted for various materials. 110 Recent work in PBF 111 has been increasingly focused on controlling the CET and is addressed in a discussion of AM microstructures later in this paper. The CET can be transformed into a process map so that appropriate powers and velocities can be selected. 112 Further work is needed to combine the maps for defects and the CET, so that the process space can be fully understood for each material.
Process thermal history
There are other consequences of melt pool geometry. Modelling has shown that poor powder thermal conductivity has a large impact on the size of the melt pool. 113 The heat sources in PBF move so fast that recent work has suggested that though the heat source is a point, a linear heat source may be a reasonable approximation. 114 Increasing beam diameter is a way to decrease thermal gradient of the melt pool and slow down solidification, but the effect of beam diameter on grain size has not yet been reported. The effect of beam diameter, measured as 'focus offset' in mA, has been related to melt pool width in EBM. 107 Such work is beneficial to the development of accurate process modelling.
PBF and DED processes involve simultaneous melting of the top powder layer and re-melting of underlying layers. This creates thermal cycling, as the material 23 Process map for stainless steel EBM demonstrates importance in the relationship between applied power and beam speed 87 24 Relationship between effective power and speed in determining the weldability of Inconel 718 256 International Materials Reviews 2016 reheats and cools. This cycling has been measured experimentally and modelled as shown in Fig. 26 . 115, 116 DED and SLM are both typically performed at room temperature or close to it (heaters can get to 100-200°C); the material cools quickly, within seconds to minutes. In EBM, the process operates at an elevated temperature and experiences a distinct thermal history as measured by the substrate temperature in Fig. 27 . The EBM process can take 5-80 hours to cool below 100°C after layer melting is completed, depending on part geometry. 117 So, the effect of hold time and hold temperature on material properties must be considered for EBM. The impact on a precipitate hardened material like IN718 may be spending up to 100 hours (EBM) in the nominal aging range as opposed to ∼100 seconds (DED).
Modelling and Simulation
One of the primary goals of predictive modelling for AM is to reduce the need for experimental trial and error optimisation of processing recipes based on variable powder, design, energy input, path/layer sequencing and postprocessing heat treatments. These experiments may span over several years and cost millions of dollars per each set of material powder/wire/tape combinations for a given process and might be part or geometry dependent to ensure certification. Given all these complex options for materials and processing, it is important to have a simulation capability and models that can predict part performance, support development of processing and materials strategies, and enable materials design in an integrated fashion. The prevailing hypothesis in academia, industry and national laboratories is to leverage existing integrated computational materials engineering (ICME) tools to address this challenge. However, there is limited maturity of ICME tools for AM that are capable of predicting thermo-mechanical cycles, solidification, solid-state transformation, residual stress, geometric distortion and mechanical properties as a function of existing and emerging AM processes. In this section, the current state of the art in modelling AM is reviewed and possible future directions are provided as to where this field might evolve.
There are various computational challenges that make modelling of AM processes difficult:
. A large number of powder particles and melt passes comprise a typical machine processing volume; a 1-m 3 processing volume includes ∼10 12 particles and ∼10 9 m of weld line (assuming 50 μm particles)
. Very large gradients in temperature as a function of space and time are a result of rapid heating and cooling; this means the region of interest must utilise a very fine mesh, but the majority of the processing volume is not in the region of interest . Highly heterogeneous and multi-scale as at any point in time, the region of interest is confined to a very small region . Hours of build with very small time steps is not tractable, as one cannot parallelise in time for these complex simulations . Accurate computational tools to predict the residual stress, geometry and quality of the build do not exist . Integrated and validated multi-physics capability that includes phase change dynamics including surface tension, residual stress, microstructure, etc. do not exist . Path optimisation in terms of beam path sequencing, beam speed, heat source focus and applied power as a function of space and time leads to an infinite dimensional parameter space that is difficult to manage computationally as well as experimentally . Large number of thermo-physical and other parameters along with missing understanding of beam interaction with the substrate, microstructural changes as a function of phase change dynamics, etc. . Validation is difficult as non-intrusive characterisation in current machine configurations is mostly limited to surface and boundary measurements through viewing windows 118 or post-build characterisation of microstructures. These challenges are in some ways analogous to computational weld mechanics but are also different as the problem is many orders of magnitude more complex than that of the welding and thus requires fresh approaches to tackle the problem. For reference, the state of the art in computational weld mechanics attempts to simulate at most meters of weld line and the thermal gradients are not that severe as the energy input paths are much wider. In this section, ongoing modelling efforts are detailed to address some of these challenges along with approaches to build valuable computational tools that provide results to narrow the parametric space of the experiments with eventual goal of guiding targeted experiments. Figure 28 uses the graphical results of computational methods available for modelling and simulation of AM to visualise the continuum of modelling 25 
International Materials Reviews 2016 efforts across the many scales associated with ICME. The axes represent the time and size magnitudes that are associated with the various levels. In the case of PBF and DED, the simulations associated with the different length scales allow for: Recent advances in hardware capabilities have increased the power available for the heat source, while the speed of systems range from 25·4 mm s −1 for wirefed DED 21 to 3000-5000 mm s −1 for EBM. 16 Faster heat source speeds have enabled almost infinite possibilities for optimising beam scan paths 119 and power strategies to alleviate detrimental effects of preferential grain growth, distortion and residual stresses. Investigating this entire process parameter space by experiments is impractical, if not hopeless. Computational modelling 120 26 Thermal simulation of a point during powder-fed DED showing cyclic heating cycles 116 27 EBM process thermal history for Inconel 718, as measured by the machine-standard, substrate thermocouple 117 International Materials Reviews 2016 empowered by the HPC and scalable tools can efficiently explore this parameter space and develop insights into the underlying physical phenomena. While it is important to relate the models to the underlying recurring physical mechanisms, there is no need to explain every relation by reducing it to the microscopic effects and models. The selection, assembly and deployment of theory and computational models are complex endeavours that will evolve with time as better physical understanding of all the processes controlling AM part quality is achieved. An overview is now given of simulation activities at the different scales, and comments about upscaling and integration across these scales are addressed, along with the need for uncertainty quantification (UQ).
Micro-scale (10 −9 m to 10 −6 m): microstructure evolution under nonequilibrium conditions associated with fast heating and cooling rates
The simulations of this scale typically address the evolution of the microstructure during non-equilibrium solidification and the effect of subsequent thermal cycling encountered in a typical volume element during AM. Though this scale includes the grain structure of the AM material, modelling efforts to describe grain structure have actually been done on the beam level (10 −3 m). Recent modelling efforts have focused on describing the previously mentioned CET by modelling melt pool temperature gradients and liquid-solid interface velocities through heat transfer analysis of the applied heat source (see 'Beam level' section). So, discussion of simulation on this scale is limited to phase evolution. Work to understand solidification segregation of alloys has used software such as JMATPRO 121 and Thermocalc. 117 These techniques are typically based on the Scheil equation, 122 which predicts segregation of solute by
The concentration of solid frozen at the liquid-solid interface is C s , the equilibrium redistribution coefficient is k = C s /C l , f s is the solid weight fraction and C 0 is the initial concentration of liquid prior to freezing (when f s = 0, C l = C E ). The basic Scheil model is typically limited in a total number of components, and the impact of rapid solidification of AM processes must be taken into account (though segregation still appears in AM experiments).
Solid-state phase transformation modelling 117,121 may also use software like Thermocalc or JMATPRO. 123 Both software are based on CALPHAD 124 methodology which uses experimental and theoretical data, including Gibbs free-energy models. There are algorithms to improve modelling of multi-component systems uses the Scheil-Gulliver model for solidification and the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation for TTT/CCT prediction). This form of modelling allows for modelling microstructure evolution based on the cool down path. A timetemperature transformation (TTT) diagram is based on the assumption of isothermal holding and an initially uniform phase/composition distribution. A continuous-cooling-transformation (CCT) diagram is based on the assumption of a linear cool down from an initially uniform phase/composition distribution. The nature of non-equilibrium solidification, with high amounts of solute segregation in some cases, means that the modelling of phase formation for AM processes is difficult. To complete calculations further, material is added in various stages; each layer has a potentially unique thermal history (more time in the machine for the first layers melted/ deposited). These unique thermal histories must also allow phase dissolution to be accounted for (currently not done in TTT/CCT models). 116 The application of CCT phase prediction was addressed in recent work, 117 but various assumptions are required and make analysis difficult (see Fig. 29 ).
Given the extreme thermo-mechanical history experienced by typical volume elements, it is clear that a truly predictive microstructure evolution model should be 125 where they use the conventional free-energybased formulation and solve the Ginzburg-Landau equation to evolve the non-conserved phase-field parameter and the Cahn-Hilliard equation to solve both thermal and solute diffusion in a coupled fashion.
Recently, Radhakrishnan et al. 126 have performed large-scale phase-field simulations (with high spatial resolution, incorporating energy contributions due to thermodynamics, interfacial and strain energies) to demonstrate the evolution of multiple variants of alpha in Ti-6Al-4V under laser additive manufacturing conditions. They also show that it is possible under certain thermal conditions to straddle the alpha to beta transformations, leading to mixed colony/basket-weave microstructure. The advantage of such simulations is to predict the local microstructure as a function of local temperature profiles (derived from the macro-scale) and the ability to upscale information about mechanical properties for macro-scale simulations. Recent work in Inconel 718 has demonstrated similar phase-field modelling capabilities, 127 but has yet to be applied to AM conditions.
Particle-scale (10 −6 m to 10 −3 m): simulations of particle interactions Particle level simulations use intrinsic bulk properties of the materials and effectively simulate the detailed physics of beam interaction with the powder. Heat transfer processes within the powder beds can be used to model the system accurately over small regions of interest. These simulation results can then be used to obtain correlations needed for continuum simulations.
Work by Korner et al. 77, 89 has explored the use of a 2D-lattice Boltzmann model to simulate consolidation mechanisms for PBF and the transformation of individual powder particles into dense material (Fig. 30) . Dominant physical mechanisms were identified and incorporated into the model (absorption, melting/solidification, convection, heat conduction, wetting/dewetting, capillary forces, gravity and powder layer), while secondary mechanisms were neglected (vapourisation, solidification shrinkage, radiation, sintering and Maragoni-convection). The model is specific to PBF processes, and it is noted that the neglect of radiation, vapourisation and Maragoni-convection for EBM will be addressed in future work (these terms are important to the near-vacuum, EBM process).
Recently, Moser et al. 128 have used the discrete element method (equivalent to molecular dynamics for granular material) and obtained effective properties for thermal conductivity, absorptivity and penetration. Researchers at LLNL have used an Arbitrary Lagrangian and Eulerian methodology in ALE3D simulation software to solve particle scale melting and solidification. 76, 129 , 130 In general, these simulations are computationally expensive and for the conditions relevant to the macro-scale, one needs to perform targeted particle scale simulations to extract homogenised properties.
Meso-scale (10 −3 m): phase change dynamics and fluid flow at the beam level At this scale, the main emphasis is on simulating continuum dynamics for melting and solidification. The molten material is assumed to behave as a Newtonian fluid, and is under incompressible, laminar flow. 131 The interdendritic flow in the mushy zone can be modelled as a Newtonian flow in permeable media. The model formulation is based on continuum mass, momentum and energy conservation equations. The continuum properties (e.g. density, velocity, enthalpy and thermal conductivity) are based on weighted volumetric fractions of the phase constituents. The model can also include surface tension and tracking of the free surfaces based on the volume of fluid, level set or other front tracking methods.
Recently, ORNL researchers have used a parallel opensource code Truchas 132 that uses finite volume discretisation of the governing equations. The role of scan strategy, or path sequencing, on the melt pool shape has been explored 133 and also the variation of G/R for spot melting with EBM (with 50 μm beam diameter) of Inconel alloy has been studied. 134 These simulations explicitly track the phase change dynamics and with the mesh resolution requirements as well as small time steps needed to resolve the relevant physics, are surely suitable for simulations over few layers and small regions. The effective phase change dynamics can be encapsulated as correlations that can be used in the macro-scale thermo-mechanical simulations. There has been significant work in the recent years from the groups of Profs. DebRoy 135 and Stucker 136 in modelling the thermal transport and fluid flow at the beam scale. The former group uses a static (but refined) meshed to capture the evolution of the melt pool, while the latter group has developed an adaptive mesh algorithm to reduce the computational cost, as one needs very fine mesh in the vicinity of the beam. These simulations are able to provide melt shape, temperature within the melt, G/R ratios, cooling rates, etc. as a function of operating conditions, and, so far, the validation is mostly qualitative in nature.
Macro-scale (10 −3 m to 1 m): thermomechanics of granular, mushy and solid regions
The final aspect in this simulation hierarchy is to develop methods for simulation of thermo-mechanical behaviour in granular, mushy and solid regions. Continuum models that describe AM processes can reduce the experimental parameter space but require homogenised properties such as effective thermal conductivity, beam absorptivity, beam penetration profile, etc. The heat source, the corresponding phase change (liquid, solid and powder) in the macro-scale, temperature distribution, and the resultant macro-scale stresses and strains have to be modelled accurately to determine the effect of the processing and material properties on the eventual mechanical and geometrical performance of the part. Thermo-mechanical simulations should address principal phenomena of interest such as the development of residual stresses, 92, 137 distortion 138 and formation of cracks.
92,138
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Hodge et al. 139 have performed thermo-mechanical simulations of the SLM process using the Diablo code and coarse-grained approximations of the phase change dynamics while accounting for the mechanical stresses. This work notes that the Bathe algorithm for calculating phase changes is computationally intensive, and further work is proposed to improve the efficiency of this calculation. Recent work by Prabhakar et al. 91 has explored the effect of thermo-mechanical cycles during EBM on substrate warping and residual stress using finite element analysis (FEA) software ABAQUS (see Fig. 31 ). Here, additional coarse-graining has been performed to lump several successive layers and, surprisingly, one can approximate 10-20 layers as one for these macroscopic simulations. In general, the simulations provide qualitative and semi-quantitative agreement with the experiments and are useful in conjunction with experiments. However, the state of modelling is not at a point where predictions can be made for a new system where one could build a part in one go based on modelling results.
Future modelling and simulations directions

Uncertainty quantification and optimisation
As calculations are coupled across the scales shown in Fig. 28 , there will be an increasing need to understand and quantify how error propagates between computations in AM simulations. Detailed UQ of various physical and processing properties is needed to understand the most dominant properties determining the quality of the parts, as well as to predict part properties with error bars. Such an effort will be useful for in silico optimisation of AM processes for improving part properties at reduced costs by reducing the number of trial and error ('cook and look') experiments needed to develop effective process parameters and conditions.
Upscaling methods
As mentioned earlier, the AM processes span a large range of length and timescales. In order to have successful simulation capability, one needs to couple models across scales (continuum, meso-scale and atomistic) and physics (e.g. phase change processes and thermomechanics). This can be done by the offline tabulation of data and correlations to couple across the various scales and physics. The atomistic and meso-scale simulations will provide tabulated data in terms of thermo-physical and thermomechanical properties as a function of local point properties as well as gradients (where necessary). The phase change dynamics will provide thermo-physical properties as a function of local temperature, volume fraction, volume fraction gradients, spatial and temporal gradients of temperature. All these properties can be accessed by the thermo-mechanical simulations to have accurate predictions of AM part distortion (warping due to stress relief), residual stresses and mechanical performance.
Post-processing
When metal comes out of an AM process, there are many steps that are typically used to prepare an as-fabricated part into an end-use part; parts are not ready for most 29 Work in EBM IN718 explored the use of CCT diagrams to explain phase formation, discussing the various assumptions that must be made to account for the thermal history of the part 117 30 The application of a 2D-lattice Boltzmann model demonstrates the simulation of powder consolidation (melting of powder, solidification as a dense solid) 77 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 end-use applications directly out of a machine. Excess powder must be removed, parts must be removed from the build substrate, support structures must be removed, thermal treatments may be required to improve mechanical properties, and the surface of parts must be finished to achieve the desired surface finish and geometrical tolerance.
Powder, support, & substrate removal
After a part is fabricated, excess powder, support structures and substrate material must be removed. Powderbed processes require powder to either be vacuumed from the part if loose (SLM) or blasted off using loose, similar powder if sintered (EBM). DED processes may require machine cleanup, but the finished parts are not encased in feedstock. Support structures, for mechanical and thermal support, are frequently used in PBF and must be mechanically removed by application of force or cutting. The build substrate is typically adhered or joined to the finished part and must be cut off using a saw or wire electrical discharge machining. The interface of stainless steel substrate and Ti-6Al-4V is an exception in that parts may be fractured off the substrate by application of force (typical in EBM production of Ti-6Al-4V).
Thermal post-processing
After parts are removed from the substrate and support material, thermal post-processing may be used to relieve residual stress, close pores and/or improve the mechanical performance of the material. As-fabricated metals typically require heat treatment to achieve the desired microstructure and mechanical properties required for service. Material may be treated by HIP to reduce porosity and internal cracks, furnace heating to solution treat and/or furnace heating to age. Standard treatments for the commonly processed materials Ti-6Al-4V and IN718 are given in Table 3 . The various treatment options can effect changes in grain size, grain orientation, precipitate phases, porosity and mechanical properties. Heating AM metal in a furnace to effect changes in microstructure is the general goal of thermal post-processing. Thermal post-processing of metal affects grains through recovery, recrystallisation and growth. Microstructure evolution is modified by dissolution, precipitation and growth.
Stress relief
Stress relief involves recovery; atomic diffusion increases at elevated temperatures, and atoms in regions of high stress can move to regions of lower stress, which results in the relief of internal strain energy. SLM and DED parts are typically annealed to remove residual stress (see Fig. 32 ), commonly prior to removal from the substrate. Stress relief treatments must be performed at a high enough temperature to allow atomic mobility but remain short enough in time to suppress grain recrystallisation (unless desired) and growth (which is usually associated with a loss of strength). Recrystallisation may be desirable in metal AM to promote the formation of equiaxed microstructure from columnar microstructure. This has been observed in SLM iron, where it was theorised that thermal residual stress acts as the driving force (in the absence of cold working) for observed 31 FEA modelling of substrate warping during processing used simplified temperature input assumptions to quantify displacement at various stages of processing in EBM of IN718 91 International Materials Reviews 2016 recrystallisation. 100 Similar phenomena have been noted in wire-fed DED Ti-6Al-4V.
140,141
Recrystallisation
One of the most important effects of post-processing is on the grain structure of the processed material. As-fabricated metal AM parts typically have a columnar, oriented microstructure (especially in PBF), though heat treatments may alter this microstructure. Research on SLM 100 and DED 140, 141 has noted recrystallisation of as-fabricated microstructure during annealing (no HIP). In the materials in these studies (iron and Ti-6Al-4V), residual stress is proposed as a likely driving force for this recrystallisation (RX). In SLM of IN718, partial recrystallisation occurred during stress relief annealing (Fig. 33 ) and led to a very heterogeneous grain structure. 142 RX in DED materials has been reported for both wirefed and powder-fed systems, with residual stress as the likely mechanism. Brandl et al. 140, 141 explored solution treatment (ST) of DED Ti-6Al-4V and noted that RX occurred without hot or cold work. Furthermore, it was noted that the RX resulted in a grain structure change from columnar to globular, though the resulting RX grain size could not be controlled and resulted in coarse grains (300-400 μm). In DED of IN718, Cao et al.
143
observed non-uniform RX with different grain morphology from the original columnar structure. It was observed that overlap rate significantly influenced residual stress and the location of RX nucleation. RX grains tended to be relatively fine, though the RX process did not completely eliminate the prior columnar grains. Blackwell reported smaller amounts of grain growth from HIP of DED IN718 in deposited material than in the attached substrate of the same material. 144 The cause of this is not known, although it is speculated that carbides or oxide may not have been dissolved by the 1160°C HIP cycle and acted to produce Zener pinning in the as-fabricated material. Zhao et al. noted recrystallisation at various axial locations in DED IN718 after homogenisation at 1080°C, likely due to residual stress. 53 Variance in local Niobium concentration has been observed to result in grain growth in Nb-poor regions during heat treatment of DED IN718. 54 This is due to a lower δ-solvus in regions of lower Nb concentration.
In EBM, RX is not typical during heat treatment of Ti6Al-4V, but has been observed to occur in IN625 and IN718. Facchini et al. 145 studied anneals on deformed and un-deformed EBM Ti-6Al-4V. It was found that increasing strains led to the formation of globular RX, whereas less strained or unstrained regions retained the as-fabricated lamellar structures. The driving force in this case was shown to be deformation from mechanical testing. However, Murr et al. 146 noted RX of EBM IN625 in un-deformed material. It has been shown that residual stress is greatly reduced in EBM compared with SLM, 95 so residual stress is not a likely driving force for RX. In fact, others have reported a similar phenomenon in EBM of IN718 for some STs 147 and HIP. 148 It is not clear that RX precedes the observed grain growth in these cases, and more work to understand grain growth mechanisms in AM material is needed. Others have reported no RX in EBM IN718 and even noted that heat-treated grains become even more oriented. 149 None of this work has proposed mechanisms for the RX or grain growth noted, and the cases in which this RX or grain growth occurs are not understood.
Hot isostatic pressing (HIP)
HIP can be used to close internal pores and cracks in metal AM parts. Internal pores, or 'closed' pores, are surrounded by material in the centre of the sample. When pores form at the surface, they are considered 'open' pores. Open pores caused by surface defects are a problem for post-processing, as they allow deeper infiltration into material from air during high heat cycles, as shown in Fig. 35 . Internal cracks may also be closed by HIP, as has been shown in SLM nickel-based superalloy parts. 82 The use of HIP may significantly alter the grain structure of AM parts. Standard HIP cycles may yield very large grains, as published in recent work on EBM of Inconel 32 Stress relief through vacuum annealing can almost eliminate residual stress 100 33 Recrystallisation of SLM IN718 during stress relief produces an inhomogeneous grain structure 142 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 718. 148 There is also evidence that AM material responds differently to HIP than traditional material; LENS Inconel 718 was deposited on Inconel 718 substrate and characterised before and after HIP, and it was noted that grain growth occurred in the substrate during HIP but not the deposited material, possibly due to carbides or other high-temperature phases not dissolved during HIP. 144 This means that characterisation of as-built microstructure is critical to applying the correct HIP post-processing of AM parts. Alternatively, the homogenisation of AM alloys prior to HIP or other post-processing could lead to standard post-processing procedures that are independent of processing conditions. Most post-processing of AM parts is currently performed this way, but the use of standard wrought or cast post-processing procedures may not be ideal for AM-processed alloys.
ST & aging
For precipitate hardened materials (like Inconel 718), an ST can be used to dissolve unwanted phases and aging can be used to form and grow precipitate phases. Sometimes, these processes are performed sequentially and referred to as solution treated and aged (STA). The ST temperature should be selected above the solvus temperature at which all undesired phases will dissolve. The ST time should be long enough to dissolve precipitates but short enough to limit grain growth. After a material is solutionised to form a solid solution, the matrix of the material is essentially 'reset'. Aging can now be done on the reset material, without the need to consider prior phase structure. The purpose of aging is to precipitate harden a material. These steps are common for cast and wrought materials, and have been performed on AM material. 142, 147, 148, 150 Surface finishing AM parts bound for service are typically machined to achieve a smooth surface finish. As-fabricated parts typically have high surface roughness, the origins of which have been discussed previously. The most common way to machine the near-net shapes or parts produced using AM is to use CNC mills associated with subtractive manufacturing. Simple rotary-tool polishing or grinding with a belt sander (flat surfaces) may be adequate for some applications, but do not typically meet the standards required for high-quality parts. Chemical polishing has been explored on mesh structures and future work on electrochemical polishing is recommended. 151 Parts to be used in service typically undergo thermal post-processing, which can oxidise the surface of the metal. Post-HIP parts are shown in Fig. 34 , before and after surface machining. 152 If open pores are present, oxidation can extend into the interior of the part as shown for thin-wall EBM samples in Fig. 35 . Defects like this can be, and must be, avoided because they may not get removed by surface machining. CNC of freeform surfaces has been extensively reviewed in relation to tool path selection, tool orientation and tool geometry. 153 AM and CNC have been explored for operation in tandem, 154 which is commonly referred to as 'Hybrid manufacturing' or 'Hybrid AM'. Hybrid systems typically pair a DED process with CNC, using the same mounting position to position the CNC tools. This type of hybrid process is currently in use for part repair of aerospace components, capable of repairing compressor blades and other complex service parts. 155 Turbine blade repair using this method is shown in Fig. 36 . Recently, a hybrid system pairing SLM with CNC called LUMEX was developed by Matsuura in Japan, 156 which works by machining select features after each layer. The LUMEX process has found a niche in tool and die production, as opposed to part repair work.
New materials development
The feedstock for metal AM processing must meet some general requirements. It must be in a powder, wire or sheet form and must be machine compatible (e.g. exposable to air, electrically conductive, etc.). A wide range of candidate materials meet these broad requirements, although current AM hardware makes the fabrication of parts from oxidation-prone materials difficult (powder is frequently loaded in open air). There are currently a limited number of commercially available alloys for AM. A handful more have been researched, but there remains tremendous opportunity in processing new material and in developing new alloys specifically for AM. For powder feedstock, the initial powder composition is very important in determining the chemistry of final parts; any pick-up of oxygen or loss of metals to vapourisation must be accounted for. Powders can be either PA or mixtures. PA powder is produced from a feedstock (ingot, bar, etc.) of the desired alloy. Mixtures are made by mixing powders of different chemistries together as shown in Fig. 37 , forming the final alloy during the AM melting process. Mixtures of elemental powders are common in the PM field and are termed blended elemental. Pre-alloyed (or 'PA' in PM) powders are the most common, although work has been done to demonstrate processing of mixtures. 157 Some currently available commercial materials and previously researched materials for AM are summarised in Table 4 . The commercially available materials are mostly steels, stainless steels, structural aerospace material (Ti6Al-4V), bio-compatible implant materials (Ti, Ti-6Al-4V, CoCr) and high-temperature materials (Inconel 626, Inconel 718, CoCr). Promising research has been done on refractory materials (Ta, W-Ni, Nb). Bulk amorphous metallic glasses have also been demonstrated (see Fig.  38 ), 158 but little information is available, presumably due to proprietary considerations (e.g. a recent patent by Apple Inc.). 159 Sheet Lamination has the potential to join many dissimilar metals through ultrasonic joining (Fig. 39) . DED research is developing hydrogen storage materials, 160 ,161 ceramics 162 and WC. 163 The high energy of some DED systems allows for melting of some of these exotic materials. Binder Jetting has only recently demonstrated pure alloys (IN625), but more research is expected to be seen in this area. Pure alloys and ceramic materials both have significant development work to be done in understanding the consolidation/sintering process to produce fully dense parts using Binder Jetting.
Recent alloy development has focused on alloy systems that have uses in high impact industries (e.g. titanium alloys and nickel-based super alloys). While this trend will likely continue, more emphasis is expected for alloy design specifically for AM processes. Alloys designed for AM would potentially accommodate large thermal 36 Airfoil repair using a hybrid DED+CNC method 155 37 Ti-6Al-4V-ELI, extra low interstitial, (large, round particles) mixed with 10 wt-% Mo (white, irregular particles). Powder mixture was processed using SLM, which led to room temperature b-phase stabilisation 157 268 FeMn, 269 pure alloys (no infiltration), ceramics 270 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 gradients during solidification and facilitate the control of (1) columnar or equiaxed grain formation, (2) orientation and (3) in situ phase precipitation. While development of new alloy compositions for AM processes is yet to be realised, some researchers have experimented with additives to existing alloys; an example of this is the use of boron to control β-grain growth in EBM Ti-6Al-4V. 164 
Microstructure and mechanical properties
Characterising the microstructure and mechanical properties of PBF and DED materials is a critical component of any AM development programme. Grain morphology, grain texture and phase identification are typically accomplished via light optical microscope (LOM), SEM, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), X-ray diffraction (XRD) or some combination thereof. Tensile properties and hardness are the most commonly reported and measured mechanical properties, although some studies of fatigue life and creep have been completed. To discuss the importance of microstructure and mechanical properties, it is expedient to focus on two different alloy systems, Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718, as there is much published research on PBF of these alloys.
Microstructure
The microstructure of AM produced metals has unique properties. Columnar grain structure dominates, with high amounts of grain orientation. Phase formation is process and material specific. Axial variation of grains and phases may occur due to subsequent heating and cooling cycles of the material. The scan strategy can be used to control the microstructure in theory (G vs. R), 165, 166 and recent results show significant progress towards demonstrating control. Porosity is a concern with all processes, though <1% porosity can be achieved using DED, SLM or EBM by optimising process parameters.
Grain structure
Grain structure in AM alloys is dominated by highly oriented, columnar grains. These structures are common in Ti-6Al-4V produced by EBM, 167 172 Columnar grain structure develops because of the melt pool geometry (can be related to G vs. R, as previously discussed) and heat flow in the melt pool. DED grain structure is not always as oriented or columnar as SLM or EBM. In fact, DED grain structure is highly influenced by the nature of the scan strategy, as shown in Fig. 40 . 172 These results show some difference based on the scan strategy, but the most pronounced difference is with higher energy melting. The resulting larger, more columnar grains should be expected; more applied energy means a larger and deeper melt pool. This will include more layers during remelting, which should promote epitaxial grain growth and a more oriented microstructure (as observed). This result can be extrapolated to other systems, given knowledge of the power per area [W mm
. Discussed in more detail later, EBM and SLM have much higher power per area capabilities than DED systems. This has a direct impact on the amount of remelting and epitaxial growth. The large layer thickness of DED makes finer control of microstructure difficult due to a larger minimum feature size. In some cases DED processes have been used to promote epitaxial growth of single crystal material, 173 where the top layer (which may exhibit some spurious grain growth) can be removed in a hybrid process.
In SLM, the typical scan strategy used (island scanning) has evolved to reduce residual stress and cracking. The island scanning technique has recently been noted to cause repeating patterns in grain orientations. 114 This differs significantly from the oriented columnar structure seen using a rectilinear raster (no islands). Depending on the desired grain structure, this may be a limitation. In general, residual stress impacts grain structure from the standpoint of the scan strategies used to avoid it or as a driving force for heterogeneous recrystallisation.
In EBM, very high (001) orientation in the build direction is normal in both Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718. Work to study the origins of this texture observed the effect of grain nucleation from powder particles. 174 Additionally, this work demonstrated a clear distinction between the fine grained, equiaxed microstructure of the contour region and the highly oriented, bulk melt. Grain size and orientation has also been noted to vary from the edge to the centre of a melt pool, 175 which agrees with common knowledge from welding and casting. Grain nucleation can occur at edges from powder particles in PBF (Fig.  41) , which can result in increased misorientation near edges or in thin walled structures.
Phase formation
Phase formation during solidification and solid-state phase transformation during cyclic process heating have been studied for DED 116, 121 and EBM. 117 Phases that form during rapid solidification of the melt material may coarsen and/or dissolve during subsequent passes of the heat source. This effect was discussed previously and is shown in Fig. 26 . DED of IN718 has been noted to form non-equilibrium Laves eutectic heterogeneities that transform into δ-needles during ST (ST should reset the phase structure). 54 Such needles are typically associated with over-aging. Such solidification Laves formations have been reported in SLM but not EBM. In EBM, the powder-bed temperature used for processing was shown to directly impact the width of α-phase grains, or laths, in Ti-6Al-4V and, correspondingly, tensile properties. 167 Furthermore, axial variation of lath width in Ti-6Al-4V has been noted in EBM. 176 The higher powder-bed temperatures (400-1000°C) of EBM are unique, and similar effects are not noted in the lower bulk temperatures (20-200°C) of SLM or DED processing.
Microstructure control
Local control of microstructure is possible with metal AM processes, and recent research is just beginning to demonstrate the possibilities. PBF processes have produced especially interesting results due to the accuracy and the speed of lasers and e-beams. Manipulation of G vs. R (see previous section on thermal history) has been known to modify grain structure of material during traditional processing, and applies to AM processes through manipulation of scan strategy. Control of microstructure can be discussed with respect to either grains or phases.
Control of grain morphology and size can be achieved through manipulation of G vs. R. While G vs. R curves may predict mixed grain morphology, it has been difficult to produce experimentally. It is speculated that this is due to a preference toward columnar growth once it has been established. 167 Many papers have addressed the benefits of controlled grain structure, 112,177 but demonstration has not occurred until recently in DED 172 and EBM. 178, 179 Beam modulation in wire-fed, electron beam DED has shown that beam modulation (rapid variance of the beam power) can be used to produce finer grain structure. 180 This alternative method causes a dynamic melt pool due to a rapidly changing heat flux. The clearest demonstration of local control of grain orientation was achieved using EBM of IN718 to embed the letters D-O-E (stands for the sponsor of the research, the 'Department of Energy') in misoriented grains within a highly oriented matrix (Fig. 42 shows this visually using an inverse pole figure representation from EBSD). 181 Phase control is more complex, as formation can be influenced by solidification and solid-state phase transformation. Previous work in AM has investigated microstructure control of precipitate phases during fabrication by varying process parameters. For example, during SLM of Ti-6Al-4V it was found that precipitation of Ti 3 Al could be controlled by varying solidification rate 39 Tabular representation of alloys that can be joined using ultrasonic consolidation 257 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 through scanning speed. 182 The segregation of aluminium during rapid solidification leads to periodic fluctuations of aluminium content, which is identified as a driving force for Ti 3 Al precipitation. While this precipitation may not directly occur due to solidification, the non-equilibrium phase formations have a short time-scale for formation during either solidification or subsequent beam passes (order of seconds to minutes in SLM). Other work on low-purity copper notes the possibility of microstructure control of Cu 2 O but does not demonstrate active material control. 183 Both these examples control phase formation through solidification control (control of the beam speed, beam power or scan strategy). This approach, however, faces an inherent limitation in that 40 Grain structure in DED material is highly influenced by scan strategy. Shown is Inconel 718, produced using a unidirectional, b, bi-directional and c bi-directional, high power scanning 172 41 Effect of powder and edges on grain growth in EBM Ti-6Al-4V 174 International Materials Reviews 2016 process parameters affect both matrix solidification grain structure and precipitate evolution, potentially forcing the optimisation of one characteristic at the expense of the other. Solidification structures are affected by subsequent heat source passes (as discussed previously). Recent work has rationalised solid-state phase transformation in DED 121 and EBM. 117 Solid-state phase transformation can amount to in situ aging of material. In DED, this is done on subsequent beam passes. In EBM, subsequent passes and holding at elevated temperature cause this change. The complex thermal histories present have allowed researchers to rationalise phase formations due to solid-state phase transformation, but more work is needed to be able to predict microstructures. No work in metal has yet truly demonstrated process control of precipitate formations via solidification or solidstate phase transformation to produce desirable phase structures.
Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties and performance of AM material is still being measured and understood. Much of the literature on AM focuses on mechanical properties, specifically tensile behaviour and hardness. Tensile tests to measure YS, UTS and elongation are the most commonly used tests to compare AM mechanical properties to traditionally processed materials (cast and wrought). The location and orientation from which mechanical testing samples are taken from builds is important and should always be reported with results. ASTM standards exist, but are typically process and alloy specific. Defects, such as porosity, that affect mechanical properties may influence the test results of as-fabricated material but can typically be eliminated or reduced by postprocessing.
Porosity, residual stress, test specimen orientation and thermal history are particularly important factors to consider when discussing mechanical test results of AM materials. Unfortunately, not all reported research includes these necessary details. Orientation of the build direction relative to the test direction, quality and production method of feedstock, void fraction of porosity, thermal history during processing and post-processing thermal history should all be included with any test results. This section focuses on mechanical properties of bulk material (as opposed to mesh or foam structures).
Porosity has been observed to reduce hardness in SLM of stainless steel 316L. 184 It was observed that porosity from entrapped gas pores led to a small number of early fatigue failures in wire-fed DED of Ti-6Al-4V. 185 Porosity can negatively affect mechanical properties in welding due to a reduction in cross-sectional area. 186 Aligned pores (non-random) or pores with sharp edges in this case were found to be more detrimental than homogeneously dispersed spherical pores. The effect of porosity on tensile properties in welding is most notable in the reduction of elongation. 187 Different machines may have very different thermal histories of material, which may manifest in as-fabricated mechanical properties as variance in hardening through coarsening or aging. Similarly, the details of any postprocessing heat treatments are equally important in determining mechanical properties. Data for many AM processes is only given in the stress-relieved or heat-treated states, which tend to have better mechanical properties. As a result, the amount of published data on as-fabricated samples (samples as they come out of the machine) is sparse. Previous work has compiled some mechanical properties, focusing on Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718/ 625. 79 A summary of tensile properties for DED, SLM and EBM is presented in Table 5 for Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718.
When as-fabricated samples are tested, the geometry of test specimens, surface finish and type of measurement (global vs. extensometer) can all have a significant impact on resulting data. Comparisons of such data must therefore consider testing methodology. Sample geometry, as discussed previously, can impact local heat transfer conditions, which can impact solidification, defects and 42 Local control of grain orientation in EBM of IN718 (used with permission) 181 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 microstructure. It is therefore important to know how the parts were built (including what other parts they were built with) to determine the complete build geometry. For the use of as-fabricated material (not machined), surface finish is typically poor compared to well-polished test specimens. Rough surface finish can introduce stress risers or crack nucleation sites at surface defects or flaws. Using parts straight out of the machine may negatively affect fatigue performance. 168 This work notes that the presence of rough surfaces, residual stress and porosity can make it difficult to determine the exact reason for failure (all are known to have potential negative impact on fatigue performance). It has been observed in High Cycle Fatigue testing of SLM Ti-6Al-4V that sample polishing (polishing the surface of the gauge section) can significantly improve the cycles to failure for a given maximum stress. 188 The as-fabricated, un-polished samples show crack initiation at the rough surfaces of the part, whereas polished parts show mixed failure modes (some internal, some initiating as the surface). Other work to compare mechanical performance between SLM Ti-6Al-4V and 15-5PH stainless steel has shown that surface finish can even affect fatigue performance of PH1 steels (surface initiation of fatigue cracks). 189 This work also shows that tensile fracture in SLM 15-5PH was noted to be influenced by coalescence of micro-cracks and micro-voids (though this work is not necessarily a comment on the relative impact of as-fabricated surface finish, as surface condition of tensile and fatigue samples was not explicitly reported).
The reported values of UTS, YS and elongation tend to be very similar in the X-Y vs. Z-directions, with the X-Y results being slightly better in some cases (see Table 5 ). This is unexpected, as tensile properties of directionally solidified material (columns oriented along the Z-direction) should be superior to those in the X-Y-direction. To understand why this is unexpected, the effect of grain orientation on mechanical properties must be considered. In nickel-based superalloys, directionally solidified material is highly oriented with the 100 direction. This high orientation is typically associated with an increase in primary creep resistance, rupture life and ductility performance. 190 The unexpected results in many AM tests may be related to others defects (porosity, residual stress and surface finish).
168 Similar columnar grain structure is seen in most metal AM parts (not just the nickelbased ones), but the increase in performance (in elongation, since orientation-dependent creep data are not as common in the AM literature) is not seen. In fact, the opposite effect is seen in AM; elongation is less in the oriented 100 direction. This effect is notably seen in EBM Ti-6Al-4V, where UTS and YS remain unaffected by orientation, but elongation is 30% higher in the X-Y direction. 191 For this specific case, it was noted that the effect of 'thermal mass' or in situ aging may have influenced results. In fact, in situ aging in EBM has been noted to influence mechanical properties in IN718 as well. 16, 117 Depending on the material, the effect of aging appears to more strongly influence mechanical properties than the orientation of the material. EBM is unique in this in situ aging, and such an explanation cannot be applied to similar orientation variation in DED and SLM processing. In fact, the underlying mechanism for the unexpected mechanical performance due to orientation variation has not been well studied or identified for DED or SLM.
Post-processing can improve mechanical properties, but must be applied correctly for a given starting microstructure. The starting microstructure can vary based on process parameters (which may impact solidification kinetics), which may cause need for non-standard postprocessing. Having to determine a post-processing procedure for each batch is not ideal or feasible. Work must be done to characterise the range of microstructures International Materials Reviews 2016 that may form for a given material in a given machine. If a treatment can be applied across this variance in microstructure with acceptable results, then it can be applied uniformly. If not, then processing windows must be set to insure quality control on the material coming out of the machine. For processes without in situ aging (LM, DED), processing parameters mostly impact solidification microstructure. For EBM, which undergoes in situ aging, variable amounts of aging may lead to issues in ST. 117 Processing windows for EBM or precipitate hardened materials must therefore include process parameters that determine solidification kinetics and the size of the part (how long it will hold in the machine). Standard post-processing with HIP will typically change tensile properties (elongation may improve at the expense of UTS/YS in precipitate hardened materials), but can close pores (should improve fatigue life).
Recent work has focused on development of standardised testing procedures for AM processes. ASTM standards have been developed for PBF Ti-6Al-4V, 192 Inconel 718 193 and Inconel 625. 194 The ASTM guidelines offer criteria for material, but allow for agreed upon specifications between the manufacturer and the end-user. For researchers, there is no official standard for reporting test results. Work by researchers at NIST using Ti-6Al-4V began efforts to develop a standardised test procedure for EBM material to account for variation of mechanical properties within the build volume 191, 195, 196 but has yet to be written into an official standard. To improve the usefulness of published research results, authors should be diligent to report: orientation of build direction, process thermal history (if applicable), exact conditions of any post-processing and the nature of the mechanical test specimen (machined, etc.).
Outside of tensile test and hardness data, other mechanical properties of AM materials are less well studied. Fatigue and creep are of strong importance to industry for certain alloys, as they are often considered a limiting property of materials (whereas YS or UTS are not limiting for many applications of aerospace parts, for example). The most complete set of fatigue data exists for Ti-6Al-4V, with tests run on powder-fed DED, 197 
SLM
168 and EBM. 145 While differences in testing (orientation, geometry, technique, etc.) make direct comparison difficult, most as-fabricated material from DED, SLM or EBM, falls in the lower range of the performance of cast parts as shown in Fig. 43 . Post-processing improves material to a level of performance comparable to annealed wrought or cast with HIP material.
Fatigue properties may be influenced by surface finish and porosity, with samples that were processed by HIP and machined exhibiting comparable fatigue properties to wrought material. 79 Machining samples (as opposed to using the as-fabricated finish) typically improves mechanical performance, but the result can be difficult to observe if material has significant porosity and residual stress. 168 Efforts to understand underlying dislocation motion and model fatigue performance are limited, but have demonstrated accuracy compared to experimental results. 198 Other testing of crack growth, creep, 199 corrosion 148 and other performance properties are also limited, making these tests a likely area of future work.
Novel methods of metal AM
Having discussed current technologies in this paper, there are some AM methods for producing metal parts that have not been as fully explored: chemical vapour deposition (CVD), physical vapour deposition (PVD), liquid metal material jetting and friction stir AM. Machine modifications to existing systems offer the chance to improve material properties, speed up deposition rates or both. Either by development of novel methods or incremental improvements to existing technology, innovation will continue to change the metal AM landscape.
PVD and CVD
Vapour deposition has been used for many decades to deposit coatings, among other applications. CVD is accomplished via a chemical reaction at the deposition surface with the particles in a vapour stream. PVD is accomplished solely through the condensation of metal vapour on the substrate and requires vacuum, whereas CVD may operate within a range of atmospheres. Though CVD and PVD are typically used for coatings, the use of CVD for metal AM has been considered using an ebeam 47 or laser-jet. 200, 201 Cold spray
Another purely physical process is known as cold spray and is being studied for use in AM. 202 Cold spray technologies typically works by acceleration of powder particles in a high-speed gas stream. This powder adheres to a substrate via plastic deformation, forming a deposit. 203 Correspondingly, residual stresses in cold spray deposits are primarily due to impact and are compressive in nature. Residual stresses have not been reported for bulk deposits, which may be a significant material defect to address considering the large amount of deformation put into the deposit. The technology also appears constrained to simple, near-net shapes at present. There have been recent success stories in demonstrating cold spray techniques as shown in Fig. 44 , 204 and deposition rates are expected to be faster than existing metal AM processes. Though microstructures are not well characterised for cold spray processes, recent work has noted abnormalities in the precipitation kinetics of Inconel 625; typical phase precipitation was inhibited or sluggish within ranges expected to form precipitates in traditional material. 205 43 Fatigue test results of HIP and stress-relieved Ti-6Al-4V DED material 197 
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Material jetting & other methods
Metal material jetting deposits droplets of liquid metal that either solidify upon deposition to form a part 206 or remain liquid at room temperature to form arrays of liquid metal. 207 Demonstration has been limited to micron-scale or smaller structures, and neither technique has been demonstrated for millimeter-scale parts. A thermal spray method for forming parts was developed in the early 1990s and employed a mask in the shape of each layer to form 3D geometries. 208 This method has not seen widespread adoption since, but may provide useful methods for applying masks to generate parts in other processes. Friction stir welding has been proposed for AM, 209 which operates by the method of sheet lamination. Forming of an actual part using friction stir welding has not been demonstrated either and would require pairing with CNC tools to machine of each layer of deposited material before subsequent deposits are made.
Hardware improvement and large-scale
Machine modifications to existing hardware typically support incremental improvements, but several developments could make large gains in the development of current technologies. The use of a combined feed of powder and wire for DED was demonstrated to increase deposition efficiency, improve surface finish and reduce porosity under certain conditions studied. 69 The use of multiple heat sources for DED and PBF can reduce deposition times or be used to help preheat material, reducing residual stresses. In fact, new system models by SLM Solutions 210 and Concept Laser 211 offer combinations of 400 and 1000 W lasers in two and four laser configurations. Alternatively, multiple small power lasers have been combined to produce a cheaper power source for DED laser systems. 212 Another technique is to heat the feedstock prior to deposition; wire-fed DED can be modified to heat the wire (using an arc) while creating a molten pool with a laser. 213 Initial results suggest that this method can help increase deposition rate and may reduce cracking and segregation. This method may be an enabling technology for addressing one of the major limitations of metal AM: achieving large, meter-plus-scale parts.
The ability to produce large-scale, metal AM parts is limited by machine size and materials considerations. Scaling current PBF techniques to produce large-scale parts would be very expensive and require redesigning existing processes for removing and cleaning parts. Deposition rates are prohibitively slow for scaling up existing hardware processes and the cost of the powder feedstock is very high. DED processes have led the way for producing large-scale parts, 24, 214 but there are still limitations in producing overhangs, thick walls and other features. Polymer AM has had many of the same problems as metal AM (residual stress formation, high feedstock costs, slow deposition rates), but solutions were found 215 to make a system that sacrificed resolution (surface finish) for speed and cost. 216 A similar technique could be employed for metals; a specific alloy could be identified or developed that allows for open-air DED, while maintaining acceptable amounts of residual stress. Alternatively, indirect methods of manufacture could be used (such as using large-scale polymers as moulds or substrates for forming metal).
Open source and low cost 3D printing is a mainstay of the open-source hardware movement, centred on the RepRap project famous for its plastic material extrusion process. The use of opensource hardware to make research cheaper and better across a wide range of disciplines is promising. 217 A major limitation of current open-source hardware is the lack of a widely used 3D metal printer. The most exciting developments in low-cost metal AM have come in the DEDcategory. Researchers at Michigan Tech University have demonstrated a stationary welder that deposits metal on top of a moving substrate (see Fig. 45 ). The welding machine used is a gas metal arc welding (GMAW) or metal inert gas (MIG) machine. The machine is reported to cost <$2000. 218 The problem is that weld deposition has poor resolution, producing only near-net shapes. Promisingly, researchers in India have demonstrated a low-cost CNC mill to machine near-net shapes produced using a welder. 154 Using a welding machine as a desktop printer may be limited due to safety issues, but the combination of open-source weld deposition with CNC milling could be an important step for open-source hardware development. PBF SLM machines capable of finer resolution may develop in the future, as related patents continue to expire.
Process monitoring & quality control
Process monitoring can be used to identify the formation of defects and measure the thermal history of the material. Infra-red thermography, standard cameras, high speed video and pyrometry have all been used for in situ monitoring. Ultrasonic imaging, the Archimedes principle, X-ray computed tomography (XRCT) and neutron tomography have all been used as non-destructive means of quality control. The most common goal of defect detection is to determine the presence of porosity, although inclusions, swelling and other defects can also be detected in this manner.
Optical monitoring can yield useful data for defect identification, but IR imaging is required for temperature profiling. Images from a standard camera can be taken during powder distribution during PBF processes, but not during continuous DED processes. Standard images, and high speed videos, pick up the difference in light emission due to temperature variation. This has shown usefulness in measuring melt pool dynamics. 219 To better understand solidification and thermal history, IR imaging, pyrometry and thermocouple measurement have been applied. Thermocouples can be used to effectively measure substrate temperature, but cannot be used to measure variation in part temperature or surface temperature, due to the nature of AM processes. Pyrometers have been used in DED, 56 EBM 220 and SLM. 221 The details of the sample location of the pyrometer are important to note, as the heat source may or may not pass in the measured area, depending on part geometry. For full layer thermal analysis, IR or near-IR imaging must be used and is very important in understanding metal AM metallurgy. 222 IR imaging is particularly useful for EBM, as it can be used to measure the elevated surface temperature or the powder-bed temperature as shown in Fig. 46 . 220 Process corrections using the average temperature from near-IR have been tested in a feedback system
International Materials Reviews 2016 that adjusts process parameters during the build.
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Differences in emissivity between powder and the melted part must be taken into account, among other details.
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Post-build, non-destructive techniques can be used to detect internal defects. 223 The Archimedes principle of immersion in liquid can be used to detect the presence of large amounts of porosity, but it may overestimate low amounts of porosity due to entrapment of air bubbles. XRCT and neutron tomography do not have bubble entrapment issues but will still have associated counting statistical error. XRCT and the Archimedes principle have been shown to be in general agreement, but the Archimedes method is noted to be faster and more economical for bulk measurements. 224 The benefit of XRCT and neutron tomography is that porosity mapping can be done to determine the locations of defects. Ultrasonic transducers are capable of detecting smaller amounts of porosity (∼0·5%) and should also be capable of porosity mapping.
Some monitoring techniques have been implemented commercially, while others not. Pyrometry has been implemented with some DED processes to affect process control. Layer imaging using standard cameras has been implemented commercially on some EBM systems. Effective IR imaging and process feedback has yet to be implemented in any commercial system, but is a good option for users demanding better quality assurance.
Comparison
Now that the general processing science of metal AM has been explored, this background can be used to compare the technical aspects of existing technologies. A tabulated comparison of SLM, EBM, powder-fed DED, wire-fed 44 (Left) Operator setting up cold spray AM system, which operates outside of a controlled environment and (right) cold spray deposit forming on the tip of a substrate tube that is rotated. 204 Courtesy of GE Global Research 45 Open-source DED system designed with a stationary GMAW/MIG welder and moving stage/platform 218 46 Near IR imaging of Ti-6Al-4V tensile specimens used to identify defects 258 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 DED, Binder Jetting and Sheet Lamination is given in Table 6 . Discussion will focus on just a few of the more interesting differences. For example, porosity can be kept to low levels in PBF and DED but is inherently present in Binder Jetting. Binder Jetting must address the porous nature of the material by either infiltration of consolidation. EBM and Binder Jetting are notable for low levels of residual stress induced during processing. This can be attributed to a high operating temperature for the EBM process (effectively in situ stress relief) and no differential applied temperature during Binder Jetting processing (heating occurs to whole part during thermal post-processing). The high operating temperature of EBM does reduce residual stress levels, but can lead to concerns with in situ aging of the microstructure. While Binder Jetting does have many advantages, is also has its own set of concerns associated with fragile green bodies and post-processing. PBF and Binder Jetting are the more capable techniques for producing complex geometries such as overhangs and meshes. Surface finish may be best on SLM and Sheet Lamination systems but, as mentioned before, all metal AM parts should be considered net shapes; machining must be done after thermal post-processing for most uses. Sheet Lamination achieves a machined finish because machining is done as part of the process, after each layer. Process clean-up is really only a concern in PBF and Binder Jetting processes. Powder must be sieved and handled appropriately. Additionally, EBM partially sintered powder must be blasted away from the surface of finished parts (which adds an additional step). The use of DED for deposition on top of existing structures enables its unique use for part repair. Multi-material parts can only be produced using Sheet Lamination (layers of different materials), Binder Jetting (infiltration) or DED (multiple wire or powder feeds). Process speed, or deposition rate, is a major limitation of current metal AM techniques. Current deposition rates are presented in Table 7 . The fastest deposition rate (based on the minimum of the listed ranges of deposition rates) is using Binder Jetting, which does not melt or sinter the metal. The increase in deposition speed comes at the cost of additional post-processing steps (curing, sintering, etc.). The wire-fed DED process known as EBFFF and produced by the company Sciaky is also arguably the fastest deposition rate (based on upper deposition ranges estimates). The difference between the EBFFF and Sciaky processes as listed in Table 7 can be attributed to the differences in maximum power of each system; the data and deposition rates for the 'Sciaky' process are from 2015, whereas earlier data on EBFFF from 2002 can be assumed to present older models. These separate data points show the significant progress that has been made in terms of deposition rate for wire-fed DED in the last 10+ years. Powder-fed DED can be fast -if a larger power laser is used. The same principle is true of all processes that use a heat source; faster deposition rates can be achieved with higher power input. Higher power allows for faster scan speeds to achieve the same energy density needed for full melting. EBM is reportedly faster than SLM, making it the faster PBF technique. SLM deposition rate can be increased at the expense of surface finish. Depending on part requirements, SLM operators should consider this to decrease build time. Unless higher power heat sources are used, wire-fed DED is reportedly at least three-times faster than powder-fed DED. More efficient deposition of material can explain this, as some powder is lost during the spray process (and cooling incurred by the gas flow). For comparison to consumer polymer hardware, the RepRap deposition rate was included. All metal AM volumetric deposition rates (though mass deposition rates of metals are much higher) are on the same order of magnitude as these polymer printers, except for the high-power LENS and ExOne systems. In addition to deposition rate, the maximum power input is another typical figure of merit. This value is helpful for describing how much power can be applied to a given area. Though there is no clear relationship between max power input and deposition rate, max power input is useful for determining process efficiency and deducing the impact on microstructure (see previous section).
Applications and economics
Metal AM has found a range of applications within the aerospace, biomedical, automotive, robotics and many other industries. Applications in part repair are mostly limited to the aerospace industry, whereas all industries mentioned are beginning to use metal AM for end-use part production. However, limited build volumes, slow deposition rates, high feedstock costs and high machine costs limit the current use of the technology. With these constraints, AM technologies are mostly limited to uses in low-volume production, material use reduction and cases of necessity (cases where the only production method available for a particular geometry is AM). The complexity of part geometry is critical in determining the point at which AM becomes an economically viable production pathway. Process improvements and quality controls may help to lower the costs associated with AM production in the future.
Market analysts predict the overall market for AM (metal and polymer) parts will grow by 18% a year until 2025, reaching a market size of $8·4 billion. 225, 226 The largest growth areas are projected to be aerospace, biomedical and automotive. Due to the nature of the parts needed by these industries, a significant portion of that growth can be expected to come from metal AM processes. In fact, the aerospace and medical industries have been early adopters and users of metal AM parts for end-use. The material of choice for these industries has been Ti6Al-4V, for use as a light-weight structural material and as a bio-compatible material. Case studies for aerospace parts have demonstrated AM brackets 152 and landing gears. 227 The development of Inconel 718 and other superalloys has been sponsored for use in aerospace components, but could be used in any industry that has the need for high temperatures or superalloy components. GE Aviation, a large company in the aerospace field, has committed to production of fuel injectors for the LEAP engine 228 and γ-TiAl turbine blades for the GEnX engine. 229 The aerospace industry has also found use for DED systems in turbine blade repair, 155 including repair of single crystal material. 173 The use for part repair is limited to cases of high-cost parts, where the cost of repair is lower than the cost of replacement. For this reason, most AM research focuses on the production of end-use parts, fabricated without an existing component.
Case studies for biomedical parts have demonstrated AM bone replacements for jaws, 230 hips and other parts. Custom dental implants are now commonly made 231 of
CoCr alloys using SLM (displacing CNC machining), but may require annealing to achieve ideal microstructure. 232 At a market size of $11·2 billion in 2011, the dental prosthetics market is growing and is a significant application area for metal AM. 233 The application of mesh structures is attractive for biomedical parts 48 and also has applications for other uses, such as lithium ion batteries. 234 The use of light-weight Ti-6Al-4V has been demonstrated for use in robotics (Fig. 47) , as the use of AM can enable additional degrees of freedom and allow for internal routing of hydraulic and electrical lines. 235 To analyse the economics of AM, a comparison to traditional methods and subtractive manufacturing is necessary. Cost models for SLM have been developed and can calculate costs for multiple parts in a batch. 236 When comparing SLM to die casting, AM is more economical only for low volumes (less than 31 parts for the geometry studied). 237 This cost comparison to die cast parts assumed a change in material from AlSi12Cu1 (Fe) to AlSi10Mg, which may not be possible for all use cases. Alternatively, PBF and DED processes have been explored for use in producing tooling inserts for die casting of aluminium and shown to match performance (and in some cases improve performance under cyclic heat testing) of conventionally machined inserts. 238 Compared to subtractive manufacturing, AM also only makes sense for small volumes or where the 'buy-to-fly' ratio (amount of material consumed compared to the amount that is actually used in the final product) is high. 239 Figure 48 shows a comparison of AM to subtractive manufacturing (where parts are machined from a block of starting 235 
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International Materials Reviews 2016 material). According to this model, the cost of labor/ design and the failure rate are extremely important to the viability of AM. Increasing deposition rate can also dramatically increase the range of cases where AM is viable. These analyses mean that AM is currently economically limited for end-use parts, for small quantities of parts or parts that require large billets to be used during machining. For the remaining uses, the viability of AM comes down to economy vs. necessity (which is not completely unrelated). By enabling new geometries that reduce the number of components in a part (like the GE LEAP nozzle) or mesh structures that promote body acceptance of implants (for medical implants), metal AM has the potential to make economic sense by displacing parts with inferior performance. This nuance (that AM then becomes a necessity to make the new, more efficient part design) is lost in some analyses of manufacturing economics (only looking at volumes, raw material costs and manufacturing efficiency). This means that the key for the growth of metal AM is to find more design improvements that are enabled by AM and/or finding ways to reduce the driving costs of using metal AM for production.
Of paramount importance is the reduction of failure rates in AM processes, which are held as proprietary information and not typically published or quoted. It has been shown that a failure rate of just 10% can make AM processes un-economical. 239 Better quality control and improved hardware/software designs will surely help. For those familiar with equipment from the last decade, there is a 'Rule of 4' that has been used to describe the success rate of AM; it can take up to three iterations to produce a successful outcome, but after that the desired parts can be produced reliably. While this is viable for a standardised batch of parts, the trial and error associated with delivering new geometries must be eliminated to make AM viable for one-off parts. Hardware reliability must improve across all systems. For example, the result of selective powder fetching (only fetching powder from one hopper) in EBM is shown in Fig. 49 . For this build, powder distribution sensors failed to recognise powder as present in both hoppers. The machine then fetched powder from only one hopper, leaving the other completely full. The build then failed due to running out of powder (the left side of the build can be seen as depressed). There are many other machine reliability problems across platforms, and this example should be taken to highlight the kind of problems that must be overcome. Developments in technology continue to improve success rates, as does the development of a workforce skilled in AM. A skilled operator can boost success rates tremendously for most metal AM processes.
The application area is not just limited by cost, but also by capabilities of AM machines. Small build volumes mean that parts of or greater than the meter-scale are not possible with the current technology. Slow deposition rates are a limiting feature in some processes from the standpoint that there are hardware limitations on extremely long build times. For example, EBM processing is limited in the maximum time possible by filament lifetime (typically replaced every 100 hours of burn time). The exception to small build volumes and slow deposition rates is wire-fed DED processing, which can build up to 7112 mm × 1219 mm × 1219 mm parts (in a Sciaky EBAM 300). 240 Optics in laser based systems must not get dirty or heat up during long build operations. From this viewpoint, extremely long build times (>100 hours) are not just uneconomical but also not possible due to hardware constraints. Very small parts cannot be made due to limitations on machine resolution based on material feedstock and heat source size. Overhangs and complex International Materials Reviews 2016 geometries continue to be a limitation; though PBF and Binder Jetting have mostly enabled parts with this feature (supports are typically necessary in PBF). Input costs (hardware, feedstock, maintenance, etc.) are high for metal AM and significantly limit the current metal AM market to researchers and large industrial users. Machine costs are not widely reported and vary based on model type. Some available hardware cost information has reported the following values: ExOne models range from $145 000-950 000, 241, 242 the EOS M270/ M280 is $800 000, 243 Arcam models range from $0·6 to 1·3 Million 244 and the Renishaw AM250 is $750 000. 245 Based on these reported prices, hardware costs appear pretty similar across platforms. Costs for DED and Sheet Lamination systems remain unreported, but are expected to be similar to SLM, EBM and Binder Jetting. At a price of $0·5-1 Million, metal AM hardware is a significant capital investment for most companies. Hardware is not the only major cost in operating a system; feedstock costs can be a significant investment as well. Powder feedstock costs are typically higher than wire costs, and are a significant investment for powder-based processes. The powder used in some SLM metal machines has been reported to vary from $120 kg −1 for stainless steel to $735 kg −1 for Ti-6Al-4V ELI. 246 SLM processes require a smaller particle size distribution, which tends to cost a premium due to the yields of current powder production techniques. Cost is highly dependent upon atomisation technique, which can determine powder quality. Typical techniques used for AM powders are GA ($165-330 kg −1 ), PA and PREP ($407-1210 kg −1 ). 247 Binder Jetting particle size distributions are not well known and costs are not reported. Based on similar particle size requirements to EBM, powder-fed DED powder is expected to have similar costs.
Conclusion
This review details processing defects, thermal histories, post-processing, microstructure and mechanical properties associated with DED and PBF techniques. The various metal AM techniques were described, with a focus on comparison of processing strengths and weaknesses. Previous work identified future directions for metal AM within specific areas: limited deposition rate, surface finish, residual stress and microstructural variations. 248 It is useful to consider the progress that has been made in these areas since the publication of the report in 2007 and identify new directions that the technology may take.
Higher power lasers have increased the deposition rate of some DED hardware. Currently, surface finish and deposition rate are inversely related, which is an undesirable trade-off. Many experiments try to improve surface finish, despite the fact that most end-use parts will be post-processed (thermally and mechanically) and surface finish will be determined by the polishing or machining techniques used. If this is the intended use, surface finish almost does not matter.
Residual stress continues to be a defining problem for DED and SLM, but new technologies like EBM (and potentially Binder Jetting) have succeeded in producing parts with low amounts of residual stress. Residual stress can impact post-processing and mechanical properties. Acting as a driving force for recrystallisation, residual stress in DED and SLM parts may limit the ability to engineer grain structures using those approaches. Conversely, residual stress may be able to be used to help promote recrystallisation and the formation of equiaxed microstructures.
The understanding of the microstructure, mechanical properties and processability of new alloys has been the main advance in metal AM in the past five years. While microstructural heterogeneities are still observed, characterisation work has shown certain features (columnar grains, high orientation, amount of porosity, etc.) to persist across technologies and materials for as-fabricated material. It should be noted that this generalisation must be qualified; post-processing has been reviewed herein and shown to impact the columnar structure in various materials (Fe, 100 IN718, 144 Ti-6Al-4V
140
) for certain processes (DED and PBF). Therefore, microstructural discussions and generalisations between AM processes must consider the post-processing (including stress relief) performed on the material. Improved process control and processing experience have allowed for the reduction of process-induced porosity to levels of frequently >99% dense parts.
Two current mindsets for metal AM material exist: (1) as-fabricated properties matter because there are customers who intend to use them without post-processing and (2) as-fabricated properties are not important because material will be post-processed to eliminate pores and cracks, change the grain structure and change phase fractions. Both these schools of thought are relevant, but it is important to note that as-fabricated microstructure is still important to characterise even if post-processing is to be used; post-processing needs to consider the as-fabricated properties in order to achieve the desired final material. For this reason, work to characterise as-fabricated material will continue to be important to both schools of thought. As processes improve, the process metallurgy is likely to change the condition of as-fabricated material (even for those materials previously characterised).
Niche product applications (hip replacements, GE LEAP nozzles, GE turbine blades) have found recent success for the use of PBF parts. Previous success was mostly in the DED repair of traditional parts for the aerospace industry. (REF blades) Applications to the robotics industry are promising, as metal AM has been shown to enable performance characteristics, like increasing the degrees of freedom of rotating parts. All of these developments suggest that metal AM may really be about 'giant engineering firms turning out sophisticated parts'. 249 
Future directions
The future of the technology is bright. Improvements on the high end will enable the production of higher quality AM parts, while the expiration of patents and falling costs of heat sources will help to lower the cost of the technology. New materials will be processed, offering a wider range of available alloys. Recent work on the control of grain structure and phase formation suggests that improvements in processing controls will enable metal AM to achieve microstructural engineering on a scale not previously possible.
Having explored the current state of metal AM, it is useful to look back on where limitations exist. The authors have identified the following areas as being of Faster deposition rates are directly related to costs and feasibility. Faster rates mean that more parts can be produced per machine per unit time. Deposition rates may be increased some by using larger layer thicknesses. To achieve even faster deposition rates, limitations on the amount of power input available for the process must increase. This is possible by increasing the power or number of heat sources available. Faster deposition must not incur too much residual stress, or significant warping issues may occur. Some increase in the amount of defects (like porosity) may be tolerated, if post-processing can be done.
Quality control is a significant concern and problem for industries using metal AM processes. Metal AM processes are new (compared to traditional processes) and are just beginning to enter the time frame for qualification for many aerospace companies, though biomedical qualification may offer a shorter timeline. Quality control must understand the details of the AM process to be qualified. For this reason, advances in process technology may not get incorporated as fast (as industry is likely to qualify certain machines and older software versions). A NIST roadmap for metal AM focuses entirely on quality control concerns: standards and protocols, measurement and monitoring techniques for data, fully characterised material properties, modelling systems that couple design and manufacturing, and closed loop control systems for AM. 250 Developing quality control, and keeping it upto-date, is likely to remain a focus of metal AM (as it has since 2009 when leaders in the field of AM published a roadmap 251 that included similar concerns to the 2013 NIST roadmap). These are all extremely important efforts, but quality control is only one piece of the big picture.
Machine reliability of all metal AM systems must improve, and the operator burden should be reduced. High failure rates are common in many systems, though these rates are hardware, operator and design dependent. Though improvement of machine reliability must come from hardware manufacturers, researchers and operators should come together to present best practices to reduce the effect of operator error on failure rates. Improved software simulation could also play an important role in determining optimal build orientations for successful builds. As more technicians learn how to use existing hardware, operator errors will also be reduced.
The impact of cost cannot be understated. It can be argued that faster deposition rates, quality control and machine reliability are really just sub-sets of cost. Cost is considered separately here, as reduction in hardware and feedstock costs can open up the metal AM market to completely new customers. While consumer metal printers are not likely to happen anytime soon (though open source efforts are making progress), a significant drop in hardware cost could open up the machine shop market; machine shops are a significant player in local manufacturing and have more resources to support hardware than typical consumers. Continued costs reductions should be expected to open up metal AM to more users, while increasing the number of uses considered economical.
New hardware and new materials development have the most direct impact to the research community. Development of new ways of processing metal into parts could potentially dramatically increase deposition rates and lower costs of metal AM (in the way in which largescale polymer systems have changed what is possible with polymer printing). New materials development is research intensive but necessary to increase the number of uses for metal AM. New alloys will have uses for new industries and new parts. AM-specific alloys may be able to increase performance beyond what is capable with traditional wrought or cast alloys. The ability to manipulate grain and phase structures offers the potential for microstructural engineering and will likely see continued efforts. Fundamental processing science is important to all of these development efforts.
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